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typical M3U format and mayprovide absolute or relative path locations of the audio datafile

associated with playlist record 92. In the exemplary embodiment, a relative path location is

providedso that playlist 90 is transportable between devices. Information segment 93

containing content information fields 93A and indexing information fields 93B that include an

M3U commentformat, specifically the first character of the line being a "#" character.

Additionally, data header 91 also includes an M3U commentformat.

Music managementsoftware that encodes and transmits the audio data files may also

create and transmitplaylist files 90 into data storage 32 via USB port 42 from a PC orother

similar device. Such playlists generally use an M3U formatthat is similar to the data structure

disclosed above and in Fig. 6; however, the data structure likely consists of records 92

containing only file pointer segments 94, and thus lack information segment 93 as disclosed

above.

The present invention includes a method of adding information segment 93 toa

standard M3Uorotherplaylist file. While the inventive method may be executed in audio

data player 10, a PC, or another data device, the exemplary embodiment includes softwarefor

adding information segment 93, including content information fields 93A descriptive of the

content of each audio data file and indexing information fields 93B providing the relative

location of related playlist records, to audio playlist files 90 in audio data player 10.

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart illustrating the steps for adding content and indexing

information to a playlist in an audio data player 10 accordingto the present invention. The

steps maybeinitiated manually by user selection via user input 26, or may be automatically

initiated by the receipt of a new playlist into data storage 32 via USB port 42, or some other

change in the files stored in data storage 32. In the exemplary embodiment, a software

- module is provided for executing the steps of Fig. 7 in audio data player 10.

In step 102, an audio datafile playlist 90 located in data storage 32 is opened. For

each record 92 ofplaylist 90, step 104 locates content information for the associated audio

data file that record 92 refers to. For example, using a relative location stored in record 92 for

the audio data file, audio data file located in data storage 32 may be opened and the content

information read. Content information includesattributes or other descriptive information of

the audio stored by the audio data file. In the exemplary embodiment, the content information

includes ID3 tag information from MP3 audio data files. Alternatively, content information

for an associated audio data file may be downloaded from a connected PC,the Internet, user

input 26, or another source of data information.
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In step 106, a content information field 93A for sorting playlist records 92 is selected.

The selection of which content field on which to sort playlist 90 may bespecified by the user

via user input 26 or by software selection based on playlists generated to support display and

browsing of audio data files on audio data player 10. For example,referring to Fig. SA, each

of the main sort-by menu categories are supported by a playlist sorted by the content category

or field listed. For example, a playlist sorted by each ofartist, album,title, genre, and file

names.

After the content information field 93A for sorting playlist file 90 is selected, in step

108 playlist 90 is sorted and stored. Sorting may comprise more than onesorting level to

support grouping and quick andefficient browsing of related audio data file records within the

sorted content information field 93A. For example, a playlist file that is sorted by artist may

include a second sorting level sorted by albums within each particular artist and a third sorting

level sorted by track numberortitle for each particular album. The additional sorting levels

and the supporting indexing information fields 93B support browsing ofplaylist 90 and audio

data file content information without the need to access individual audio data files. In step

110, the selected audio data file playlist 90 is rewritten using the formatted content

information 93A and indexing information 93B andsorting order specified by the user or the

software.

Indexing information comprises the fields 93B disclosed in Table 2 above and

provides quick and memory-efficient browsing of related playlist records 92. The indexing

information fields 93B support display groupings for browsing and navigation of various

sorting levels, for example, those shown in Figs. 5A through 5D. Referring to Fig. SB, a

playlist sorted by artist may include a second sorting level and associated indexing

information 93B for each album ofeachartist, for example, the albums shownin Fig. 5C

associated with artist Anna Belle. Additionally, playlist 90 indexing information 93B may

includea third sorting level of tracks or songs for each album as shown in Fig. 5B for the

album Another Record byartist Anna Belle.

Indexing information 93B defines the numberof records included at a given sorting

level and therelative location of next and previous records in the samesorting level and the

relative location of the first record in the current grouping of the current sorting level. The

indexing information fields 93B shown in Table 2 are exemplary, and mayinclude otherfields

that provide browsing and navigation of the sorted playlist 90 with minimal memory and

record 92 search time.
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In the exemplary embodiment, information segment 93 including content information

fields 93A and indexing information fields 93B is stored in M3U commentfield format.

Using the commentfield format advantageously allows playlist 90 to remain compatible with

other devices and software that utilize M3U playlist files.

Fig. 8 illustrates in flowchart form the steps of creating a playlist file in audio data

player 10 in accordance with the present invention. In step 202, a set of audio data files to be

includedin playlist 90 is selected. In the exemplary embodiment, the audio data files are

stored in data storage 32 and are selected by the user via user input 26 or by a software

module directing generation of one or more playlist files to support browsing and navigation

of the available audio datafiles in data storage 32. For example, playlist files may be

generated for each of the content information fields 93A represented on the main sort-by

menu shownin Fig. 5A, or a user playlist may be generated byuserselection of particular —

audio datafiles stored in data storage 32.

In step 204, for each selected audio data file, a file pointer locating the associated
audio data file relative to the location of playlist 90 is determined. For example, data storage

32 may includea folder structure for storing the audio files, thus the file pointer would include

the necessary folder names and subfolder names as well as the file name for the associated

data file. Alternatively, an absolute file pointer may be used that specifies device name and

supports remote location of audio data files, for example, on a connected PC orthe Internet.

In step 206, content information is located and read for each selected audiodatafile.

In the exemplary embodiment, content information for MP3files is included in ID3 tags. In

step 208, one of the content informationfields is selected for sorting playlist 90. For example,

and as discussed above, a separate playlist file may be generated and sorted for each of the

content information fields 93A displayed by the main sort-by menu shownin Fig. 5A.

Additionally, further sorting levels may be used to further group andsort associated playlist

records 92 within each previous sorting level. The content information fields 93A used for

sorting maybeselected by the user via user input 26 or by a software module for generating

audio playlists 90. In step 210, DSP 12 sorts records 92 including file pointers 94 and content

information fields 93, by the selected content information sorting field 93A.

In step 212, indexing information fields 93B are generated and content and indexing

information 93 andfile pointers 94 are formatted and stored in a playlist file. As discussed

above for the method disclosed in Fig. 7, indexing information 93B providesfor efficient and
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quick browsing and navigation of content information stored in playlist 90. In step 214,

playlist file 90 is written to data storage 32.

In the exemplary embodiment,playlist files 90 having content and indexing

information 93 stored in M3U commentfields are generated by a software application. The

application, referred to as a profiler, may be implemented in a PC connected to audio data

player 10, or as part of the software in non-PC-based audio data player 10. The profiler

software locates each available audio data file stored in data stores 32 and readsits content

information, for example, [D3 tag fields in MP3 files. The software profiler may then create

several M3U playlists 90 including content and indexing information 93. Eachplaylist 90

maybesorted by one or more ofthe content information fields 93A, for example,title, artist,

genre, album,and file name. Using one playlist 90 for each content information sorting field

reduces the memory and processing power requirements of audio data player 10 required to

display the available audio data files in specific orders and groupings.

Figs. 2-4 illustrate an exemplary embodimentofthe displays, buttons, switches,

indicators, and ports which may be disposed on housing 13 of audio data player 10. Referring

to Fig. 2, user input 26 comprisesa plurality of buttons 44 (Fig. 3), 46 (Fig. 4), and 60-77

disposed on housing 13 of audio data player 10 for allowing a userto sort and select particular

audio data files for playback, and to control playback settings. User input 26 mayalso

comprise other input devices knownin the art, for example, keyboard, voice activated touch

pad, and touch screen input devices. Two multi-way switches comprise buttons 62-66 and 68-

72. Soft keys 74-77 are multi-function buttons whose function change for various user

interface menu displays. Audio data player 10 also includes display 21 disposed on housing

13. Display 21 displays the audio data files and playlists stored in data storage 32, the

function of soft keys 74-77, and various status information associated with audio data player

10, such as the playback status shownin Fig. 2 and the top-level menu shownin Fig. 5.

Referring again to Fig. 2, STOP/POWERbutton 60 allows the user to stop playback

and to turn audio data player 10 on and off. PLAY/PAUSEbutton 62 allowsthe userto start

playback and to pause playback. Left arrow button 63 allowsa user to movea highlightleft

whenusing the menu, andto skip back to the previous audio data file or scan backward in the

present audio data file when playing music. The right arrow button 65 allowsthe user to

move a highlight right when using the menu, skip forward to the next audio data file, and scan

forward in the current audio data file when playing music. Up arrow button 64 allows the
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user to movethe highlight up when using the menu. Downarrow button 66 allowsthe user to

movethe highlight down whenusing the menu.

Referringstill to Fig. 2, SELECT button 68 allowsthe user to select a highlighted

item. Volumeup button 69 increases the playback volume level for headphones 18 and

volume down button 71 decreases the volume level. MODEbutton 70 allowsthe user to

select a particular playback mode, including NORMAL, REPEAT, REPEAT ONE, REPEAT

ALL, SHUFFLE, and REPEAT ALL SHUFFLE. SAVEbutton 72 allows a user to create a

new playlist or add audio datafiles to an existing playlist. Soft keys 74-77 select the menu

item that appears just above each button at the bottom of display 21.

Referring to Fig. 3, POWERindicator 78 lights when audio data player 10 is on.

CHARGEindicator 79 lights when the power source 47 is charging. In the exemplary

embodiment, power source 47 is a rechargeable battery pack. DC IN jack 48 provides 5 volt

DC from an AC adapter to poweraudio data player 10 and recharge power source 47. RESET

button 44 allowsthe userto reset all of the audio data player settings to the factory defaults.

Referring now to Fig. 4, OFF/LOCKswitch 46 allowsthe user to make buttons 60-77

inactive when switch 46 is slid to the locked position. LINE OUTjack 41 allowsa user to

connect the audio data player to a separate audio system. Headphonesjack 17 allows the user

to play the decoded audio on headphones 18. USB port 42 provides connection of audio data

player 10 to a PC or other similar device using a USBcable.

Whentheuserselects a particular audio data file for playback via user input, DSP 12

loads the appropriate decoderfile associated with the selected audio data file from data

storage 32 into DSP memory 11. Referring again to Fig. 1, DSP 12 then streamsthe selected

audio data file along buses 33 and 29 into buffer memory 25 as a skip-protection buffer.

After streaming of the selected audio data file begins, DSP 12 decodes the audio data

file using an associated decoderfile. Various decoderfiles may be stored in data storage 32 to

allow audio player 10 to be adapted to process the various encoding formats associated with

the audio datafiles stored in data storage 32. In effect, portable audio player 10 can be

software upgraded, as necessary, by the decoderfiles stored in data storage 32 when the user

selects a particular audio data file stored in data storage 32.

After powering up, DSP 12 of audio data player 10 loads the system configuration file

from data storage 32. DSP 12 identifies the various file formats that need to be supported for

the data files stored in data storage 32. The configuration file also includes information that

equates the file extension of the audio data files with particular decoderfiles stored in data
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storage 32. If the configuration file is valid, DSP 12 readsthefile attribute table stored in

data storage 32 and causes display 21 to display a menu-drivenlisting of the file/folders stored

in data storage 32.

Referring to Fig. 5A, the main menu displayed on display 21 allows the user to

navigate and display audio data files according to groupings or identifying characteristics,

such as, for example,artist, album,title, genre, playlist, and all audio data files. From the

main menu,the user may operate user input 26, as described above,to navigate sortedlists

and select a desired one of the displayed audio data files or playlists for playback.

Whenanaudio datafile or playlist is selected for playback, DSP 12 perform a number

of steps, including several concurrent steps, to provide audio playback. First, DSP 12

identifies and transfers the corresponding decoderfile from data storage 32 to DSP memory

11. For example,if the user selects an MP3 file, microcontroller 22 transfers the MP3

decoderfile from data storage 32 to DSP memory 11. The MP3 decoderfile is used to control

the decoding operation of DSP 12.

DSP 12 begins streaming the selected audio datafile from data storage 32 to buffer

memory 25. DSP 12 uses the decoderfile to decode and decrypt, if applicable, the audio data

file in buffer memory 12 in accordance with the appropriate encoding format. The decoded

audio data is provided to D/A converter 14 and headphone amp 16 andline out pre amp 40 for

reproduction.

In the present embodiment, the necessary decoderfiles are stored in data storage 32

along with the audio data files. As such, audio player 10 may be updatedto play different

encoding formats by software updating of the DSP via decoderfiles stored along with the

audio data files in data storage 32. Thus, audio data player 10 is capable of playing back data

files encoded using a variety of encoding formats, including encoding formats that become

available in the future.

During playback display, shown in Fig. 2, displays various information aboutthe

audio data file and the audio data player settings. For example, display 21 in Fig. 2 showsthe

file name,artist name, album title, genre, current track being played outoftotal files being

played, volumelevel indication, elapsed play time of audio datafile, playback mode

indication, bit rate, and selected DSP modeselection.

In the exemplary embodiment, suitable DSP 12 include, but are notlimitedto,

TMS320DA250 manufactured by Texas Instruments Inc., of Dallas, Texas. Associated with

DSP 12 is memory 23, in this case, 48 KB of ROM,and buffer memory 25 comprising 8 MB
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of RAM,providing 7 minutes of buffered play time at 128 kbps and 14 minutes of buffered

play time at 64 kbps. DSP 12 also includes associated memory 11, in this case 64 KB of

RAM.Suitable hard drives for data storage 32 include, but are not limited to, Microdrive™

manufactured by IBM Corporation of Armonk, New York. A 10 GB hard drive, for example,

provides approximately 150 hours of audio at MP3 bit-rate of 128 kbps, or 300 hoursatabit-

rate of 64 kbps.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that although the present invention has

been described in terms of an exemplary embodiment, modifications and changes may be

madeto the disclosed embodiment without departing from the essence of the invention. For

example, although the present invention has been described with reference to data storage 32

that is fixedly disposed within audio player 10, the present invention may be implemented

using flash memory, anotherfixed storage device, optical device, or a memory cardthat is

adapted to be removably coupled to audio player 10, wherein the decoder program and audio

data files are loaded onto the memory card by the music management software. Also,it is.

herein recognized that the present feature of loading the appropriate decoder programsand the

audio data files may be implemented in the music managementsoftware using any one of a

number of conventionally known programming methods, or combination of programming

methods. Also, although the above is described in reference to an audio data player, the

present invention maybe extended to any portable data processing device, for example, video
display devices, wherein the data may be encodedusing oneofa plurality of data encoding

formats. Therefore, it is to be understood that the present invention is intended to coverall

modifications as defined in the appended claims
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CLAIMS

1. A computer-readable medium (32) having stored thereon a data structure (90)

including a playlist record (92) for each audio data file, each playlist record (92) including a

file pointer segment (94), characterized by each playlist record (92) including an information

segment (93) having a content information field (93A) descriptive of the content of the audio

data file and including at least one indexing informationfield (93B)indicating the location of

related playlist records, and the playlist file including a data headerindicating a first content

information field (93A) upon whichtheplaylist records are sorted.

2. The data structure of Claim 1, characterized in that the playlist records include

an M3U format.

3. The data structure of Claim 2, characterized in that said information segment

includes an M3U commentformat and said content information field includes an ID3tag.

4. The data structure of Claim 1, characterized in that the playlist records are

sorted accordingto at least a second content informationfield.

5. The data structure of Claim 1, characterized in that the location of said related

playlist recordsis a relative location.

6. A method of addingto an audio datafile playlist (90) content and indexing

information foreach playlist record (92), characterized by: locating content information
(93A) descriptive of the content of each audio data file; determining for each playlist record

indexing information (93B) providing the location of related playlist records; and formatting

the content and indexing information (93) for storage in the playlist (90).

7. The method of Claim 6, characterized by sorting the playlist according to the

content information.

8. The method of Claim 6, characterized in that the content information includes

an ID3 tag, the playlist records include an M3U format, and the content and indexing

information is stored in M3U commentfield format.

9. In an audio data player having a user interface including an output device (17,

21, 41) and a user input (26), a method of browsing audio data file content information by

providingat least one playlist (90) includingat least a first and second record (92) relating to

audio data files available for playback, each record (92) stored in a predetermined sequence

and including a content and indexing information segment (93), characterized by said content

information including a field (93A) descriptive of the content of the related audio datafile,
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and said indexing information having fields (93B) providing the location of related playlist

records (92); outputting via the output device (17, 21, 41) said content information field (93.A)

for at least a first record; receiving a playlist navigation signal from the user input (26); and in

responseto said playlist navigation signal, using at least one of said indexing information

fields (93B) to locate and output said content information field (93A)of at least a second

record, said second recordrelated to said first record by said predetermined sequenceand said

navigation signal.

10. The method of Claim 9, characterized in that said playlist records include an

M3U format, said content and index information segmentincludes an M3U commentfield

format, and said content information field includes an ID3tag.

11, The method of Claim 9, characterized in that said predetermined sequence

includes said playlist records sorted by at least one of said content informationfields.

12. The method of Claim 9, characterized in that the location of said related

playlist recordsis a relative location.

13. An audio data player (10) comprising a DSP (12) coupled with data storage

(32) capable of storing audio data files and playlist files (90), the audio data files each having

attributes descriptive of the audio content of each said audio data file; characterized by the

playlist files (90) including records (92) for each of at least a portion of the audiodatafiles,

said records (92) in a predetermined order based onat least one said attribute; said records

including a content information field (93A) storing said attributes of each said audio data file,

and indexing information fields (93B) indicating the relative location of related playlist

records (92); and the microcontroller (22) having software capable of reading said playlist

records (92)and outputting a navigable list of at least a portion of said content information
field (93A) according to said predetermined order.

14. The audio data player according to Claim 13, characterized by the DSP (12)

having software capable of generating playlistfiles.

15. The audio data player of Claim 14, characterized in that said playlistfile

generating software is capable of sorting each playlist file according to said content

informationfields.

16. The audio data player of Claim 15, characterized in that said playlist file

generating software is capable of locating audio data files stored on the data storage device.

17. The audio data player of Claim 16, characterized in that said playlist file

generating softwareis capable of generating at least one additional audio datafile playlist,
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said additional audio data file playlist sorted according to at least a second content

information field.

18. The audio data player according to Claim 13, characterized in that said

attributes include an ID3 tag, and said playlist file records include an M3U format.

19. The audio data player according to Claim 14, characterized in that said playlist

file generating software is capable of determiningfile pointers locating each audio datafile in

the data storage; reading said attributes for each audiodata file; formatting said attributes and

said file pointers for storage in the audio datafile playlist.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REDUCING INITIAL

BUFFERING TIME FOR A STREAMING APPLICATION

Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to real-time data communications. In

particular, and not by way of limitation, the present invention is directed to a

system and method for reducing the time-length of an initial buffering phase of a

streaming application.

Background Art

A streaming application enables an end-user to enjoy the content (audio,

video, or combinations) before the content is completely downloaded. Unlike a

conversational application, such as talking on the phone, there is no direct

connection between the momenta piece of information is sent and the momentit

is played back for the end user. In such a single-directional communication, the

coherence of the information is important. Therefore the absolute delay between

the transmission moment and the playback moment can be increasedin orderto

preserve the relative time-relation within the information content. This may be

necessary if data must be retransmitted, or if the propagation time of the different

data packets is not the same, as may happenin a packet-switched network.

The variation in the propagation time is usually called delay jitter. Once

the playback is started, the absolute delay between the (first) transmission

moment and the playback momentis not critical for the end user because a

playback buffer is used in the streaming client to reduce the effect of the delay

jitter introduced by the transport network.

Playback starts when a sufficient amount of data is contained in the

playback buffer. If the transport bit rate decreases below the playback bit rate

due to delays in the transport network, the amount of bits in the playback buffer

decreases. Whenthe delayed data arrives, the playback bufferis filled again.

A problem with downloading a streaming application is that the end-user

has to wait for a considerable time while the content is being buffered before the

stream can be played back. Unlike a completely downloadedfile (which can be
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immediately utilized through an ftp application), a streaming application is utilized

by the end-user (audio, video, or both) before the content is completely

downloaded. When the buffer reaches a target level, playback begins. The

target level is selected as a level that provides a predefined amount of playback

time (for example, 1 second) if no additional data is delivered.

As mentioned before, the absolute delay is not important once the

playback is started. However, the absolute delay is important in the initial

buffering phase since it influences the time elapsed from the moment the end

user requests access to a stream until the playback starts. A delay in the range

of one to a few secondsis not normally objectionable, but longer delays may be

perceived by the end-user as a lack of response from the application, i.e., as a
lack of access to a desired service.

The time elapsed from the moment the end user requests the stream until

the playback starts can be roughly modeled by three components:

Tinit = Tpropagation-1 + Tpropagation-2 + Tbuffering (1)

The first term represents the time needed for the client's request message to

reach the streaming server; the second term is the time needed for the data

from the server to reach the client; and the last term is the time neededtofill the

playback buffer with the initially required amount of data. Thefirst two termswill

be ignored in the following description because they do not depend on the

application and are negligible when comparedto the third term.

Minimizing Tint is an object of the present invention. The following

explanation concentrates on the minimization of Tint by minimizing the initial

buffering time since Tint = Touffering. The buffering time depends on the amount

of data to be buffered and onthe transport bit rate used in the buffering phase.

The optimum size of the playback buffer depends on the delay variation,

i.e., on the size of the delayjitter. A straight forward way to define the buffer

size is to indicate "how much play-time the buffer should contain, i.e., for how

long a time should the application play back if no more data is received from the

transport network. This time period may be designated by Tpiayback. This design
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parameter depends on the design of the streaming client (for example, in some

RealPlay versions there is a default value that the user may modify).

In the simple case in which a constant bit rate encoder (bit rate B) is

used, the initial buffer size L needed for playing back Tpiaypack Seconds is given
as:

L = Tptayback - B (2)

If a variable bit rate encoder is used instead, the value of B in the above equa-

tion is replaced with an estimated averagebit rate.

Oncethe value of Tpiayback is decided (and therewith the value of L), the

time neededforinitial bufferingis:

 l., = L _ B Tyrsyoack (3)
Reanspor —-Rrransport

In the above equations, B denotes the bit rate with which the application

encodes data. If the encoderis not a constant bit rate encoder, the quantity will

vary in time B(t), most often around a target value B. The application may also

employ several encoding modes, which means that it may switch between

severalbit rates {B,, Bo, ... Bn} in case of constant bit rate encoders, or bit rate

targets {B,, B,,...B,} in case of variable bit rate encoders.

The transport bit rate, Rtransport, depends on characteristics of the

underlying transport network. When the network is affected by delays or

retransmissions due to errors, the transport bit rate varies in time and the

equation (3) is valid in some statistical sense. In a packet switched network,

Rtransport Can be at times very high, as is the case when a large amountof data

previously buffered in a routing node is delivered at once. However, the

transport network may have someinherentlimitations on this transport bit rate

(i.e., Rtransport < Rmax) as is the case when the last link is a slow modem or a

radio connection, i.e., when the over provisioning typical to a modern LANis not

available.

FIG. 1 is a graph of the numberof buffered bits as a function of time when

a constantbit rate encoderis utilized in a Known buffering procedure. Theinitial

delay (Tint) 10 is a function of the bit rate 12 at which the bufferis filled, and the
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target level (Ltarget) 14 that must be reached before playback begins. Therate at

which the bufferis filled is a function of the transport bit rate from the application

server to the end-user’s buffer. In the example illustrated, the transport bit rate

12 is shown as 64 kbps. Ltarget may be set at a level that is sufficient for the end

user to play back data for a predefined time period Tplayback (for example Tpiayback

= 1 second). Once the buffered level reaches Ltarget, the first frame of data 16 is

played back. Buffering then continues until the buffered level again reaches

Liarget, and then the second frame 18 is played back. This process continues

throughout the playback period.

If the entire content of the data to be streamedis available at the server,

the server could send the data encoded at B with a higherbit rate Rtranspot = B.

This difference between the transport bit rate and the encoding rate is typically

exploited for reducing theinitial buffering time.

In some cases, however, in which the transport network is not over-

provisioned (for example dial-up or radio link), it is not possible to obtain

transport bit rates higher than the encoding bit rate B. As a reference, the case

may be considered in which the data is streamed from the server with the same

bit rate as the encoding bit rate (i.e., R = B). For the sake of simplicity, it is

assumed that the transport bit rate R is fitted to the capabilities of the transport

network such that the transport bit rate is same as the streaming rate(i.e.,

Rtransport = R). In this case, the time neededtofill the initial buffer (Tint) is exactly
the playback time Tptayback. |

FIG. 2 is an illustrative drawing of a known procedure for reducing the

initial time delay, Tint. In this procedure, assuming that data is available at the

streaming server, Tinit is reduced by speeding up the transport bit rate. During

the initial buffering phase, an additional bearer connection 20 is established in

addition to the normal connection 22 in order to effectively double the transport

bit rate from 64 kbps to 128 kbps. This, of course, reduces the initial delay

period by one-half.

FIG. 3 is a graph of cumulated data as a function of time, which more

clearly illustrates the effect achieved by the procedure of FIG. 2. For the sake of

simplicity, a constant rate encoder (for example 64 kbps) is usedtoillustrate this
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approach. It is assumed that the transport network can support bit rates as high

as Rmax = 128 kbps, and the client application is designed so that the playback

time Tplayback = 1 sec. Thus, the amount of data to be buffered before the

playback can start is L = 64 kbit. If the server streams this amount of data at a

bit rate R = 64 kbps(illustrated by solid line 30), the initial time T; to start

playback is 1 second. If the server streams this amount of data at a bit rate of

128 kbps(illustrated by dotted line 32), the initial buffering time Tz is reduced to

0.5 sec.

This approach is possible only if the transport network is capable of

streaming data at a higherbit rate than the encoding bit rate. This is the case

with most of the current Internet connections since bandwidth is generally not an

issue. A problem may occurwith links where bandwidth is a scarce resource, as

is the case with radio links. A bandwidth-efficient approach is to provide a

transport link that is matched to the encoding rate, since most of the

transmission is expectedto be at that rate.

When the transport bit rate is limited to the encoding rate, a known

solution for reducing the buffering time is to temporarily provide an additional

connection during the buffering period. Using the 3 Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) terminology, a “temporary bearer” is used for sending data at

higher bit rates during the start-up phase. However, this approach has

disadvantages because additional connections are not always available. For

example in a radio network, the additional bearer 20 in FIG. 2 might not be

provided due to a lack of radio channels. Another disadvantage of the known

approachis an increased need for signaling and a rather complicated process of

establishing and removing the additional connection. There is no straightforward

solution according to the 3GPP standard that avoids the disadvantages raised by

the prior art.

Summary of the Invention

The presentinvention trades off quality of the application at the beginning

of the session for a reduced initial delay period. By reducing the encoding bit

rate at the application server during thefirst part of the session, and beginning
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the playback at a lower threshold level in the playback buffer, the application

may be presentedinitially to the end-user with lower quality, but the delay period

is reduced. The delay period is reduced because fewerbits need to be buffered

in order to provide the predefined amount of playback time. During the period of

reduced quality, the buffer continuesto fill. Once the buffer reaches a target

level that provides the predefined amount of playback time at a normal (higher)

quality level, the playback quality can be increased to a normal level.

Thus, in one aspect, the present invention is directed to a method of

reducing the time length of aninitial buffering phase of a streaming application in

a communications network having a streaming server with an encoder, a

streaming client with a playback buffer, and a transport network. The method

includes the steps of determining a transport bit rate for the transport network;

encoding data with the encoder at an encoding bit rate that is lower than the

transport bit rate; and transporting the encoded data through the transport

network from the streaming server to the playback buffer in the streaming client

at the transport bit rate. The method also includes beginning playback of the

data when the level of data in the playback buffer reaches a first predefined

threshold level; and increasing the encoding bit rate to equal the transport bit

rate when the level of data in the playback buffer reaches a second predefined

threshold level that is higher than thefirst predefined threshold level.

In another aspect, the present invention is directed to an alternative

method of reducing the time length of an initial buffering phase of a streaming

application. The method includes the steps of determining a transport bit rate in

the transport network between the streaming server and the playback buffer in

the streaming client; encoding data with the encoder during an initial buffering

period at a first encoding bit rate that is lower than the determined transport bit

rate; and transporting the encoded data through the transport network from the

streaming server to the playback buffer in the streaming client at the transport bit

rate. The method also includes beginning playback of the data at a first quality

level determined by the first encoding bit rate when the level of data in the

playback buffer reaches a first predefined threshold level; increasing the first

encoding bit rate to a second encoding bit rate when the level of data in the
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playback buffer reaches a second predefined threshold level that is higher than

the first predefined threshold level; and playing back the data at a second quality

level determined by the second encoding bit rate when the level of data in the

playback buffer reaches the second predefined threshold level.

In yet another aspect, the present invention is directed to a method of

reducing the time length of an initial buffering phase of a streaming application in

a communications network having a streaming server with a variable rate

encoder, a streaming client with a playback buffer, and a transport network. The

method includes the steps of determining a transport bit rate in the transport

network for transporting a plurality of frames of data between the streaming

server and the playback buffer in the streaming client; encoding data with the

variable rate encoder during aninitial buffering period at a first average encoding

bit rate that is lower than the determined transport bit rate; and transporting the

encoded data through the transport network from the streaming server to the

playback buffer in the streaming client at the transport bit rate. The method also

includes beginning playback of the data at a first quality level determined by the

first average encoding bit rate when the level of data in the playback buffer

reaches a predefined threshold level; and varying the instantaneous encoding bit

rate for each data frame to makethe plurality of data frames more equal in size.

In yet another aspect, the present invention is directed to a system in a

communications network for reducing the time length of aninitial buffering pnase

of a streaming application. The system first includes a streaming server

comprising a multi-rate encoder that encodes data at an encoding rate selected

from a plurality of encoding rates; a switching mechanism for selecting the

encoding rate; and server logic that controls the switching mechanism.

Secondly, the system includes a streaming client comprising a playback buffer

that stores data received from the server, and client logic that reports buffer

parameters to the server. Thirdly, the system includes a transport network for

transporting data at a transport bit rate from the server to the client. The multi-

rate encoderinitially encodes the data at an encoding bit rate that is lower than

the transport bit rate. The playback buffer begins playing back the data ata first

quality level determined bythefirst encoding bit rate when the level of data in the
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playback buffer reaches a first predefined threshold level. The client logic

reports to the server logic when the level of data in the playback buffer reaches a

second predefined threshold level that is higher than the first predefined

threshold level. The server logic controls the switching mechanism to increase

the first encoding bit rate to a second encoding bit rate when the level of data in

the playback buffer reaches the second predefined threshold level. Finally, the

playback buffer plays back the data at a second quality level determined by the

second encodingbit rate after the level of data in the playback buffer reaches the

second predefined threshold level.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 (Prior Art) is a graph of the numberof buffered bits as a function of

time when a constant bit rate encoderis utilized in a known buffering procedure;

FIG. 2 (Prior Art) is an illustrative drawing of a known procedure for

reducing theinitial time delay;

FIG. 3 (Prior Art) is a graph of cumulated data as a function of time, which

more clearly illustrates the effect achieved by the procedure of FIG.2;

FIG. 4 is anillustrative drawing of a procedure for reducing theinitial time

delay in accordancewith the teachings of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a graph of the numberof buffered bits as a function of time when

utilizing a constant bit rate encoder with the procedure of FIG. 4; and

FIG. 6 is a simplified block diagram of the preferred embodiment of the

system of the present invention.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

FIG. 4 is anillustrative drawing of a procedure for reducing theinitial time

delay in accordance with the teachings of the present invention. The present

invention trades the quality of the stream at the beginning of the session for a

reduced buffering time. If the total experienced satisfaction of the end user is

seen as a function of the annoyance for waiting for the session to start and the

quality of the session onceit started, then the proposed solution can be used to

increase the total satisfaction by trading off the two terms against each other.
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The present invention reduces the user’s annoyance by reducing the buffering

time, at the expense of temporarily reducing the quality of the stream by

temporarily reducing the encodingrate.

As shownin FIG.4, the initial waiting time is reduced from a reference

waiting time 40 (the waiting time that would be experienced if the data was

encoded at the transport rate) to a new waiting time 42. However, once the

application playbackstarts, there is a period of decreased quality 44 due to the

lower encoding rate. Once the playback buffer level reaches the target level, the

encoding rate is increased to equal the transport rate, and the streaming quality

is consequently increased to a normallevel 46.

The invention may be utilized for both a constant bit rate encoder and a

variable bit rate encoder. In both cases,it is assumed that the target (average)

encoding bit rate can be changed. The invention also protects the receiver

buffer fullness from overflow and underflow using known techniques. However,

the invention may also be applied to cases in which the receiver buffer does not

have a practical upper bound (for example whenthe client has a hard disk).

The invention utilizes a multi-rate encoder of a known type. A multi-rate

encoder is an encoder that is able to generate encoded data with different

average bit rates. When data is encoded with a high bit rate, the high bit rate

generally leads to a higher perceived quality, as perceived by the end-user. A

lower quality will be perceived when the encoder uses a lower bit rate mode.

However, the lower quality in this instance may not be as low as that

experienced by the end-user when the transmission is affected by errors, or

when someof the data is lost in the network. If there are long delays, or data is

lost in the network, the quality perceived by the end-user may be dramatically

degraded. Thus, the lower quality level proposed by the present invention is

generally better than the low quality that results from transmission errors and\or

losses, even whena higherbit rate modeis utilized.

The multi-rate encoder also provides a way to gracefully degrade the

quality of the stream when network conditions dictate. When the available

transport rate is high, an encoding mode with a high bit rate can be used.

However,if the transport bit rate decreases, for example due to congestion in the
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network, the encoder can be switched to a lowerbit rate that is fitted to the
reduced transport bit rate. By doing so, the end user quality is gracefully

degradedin a controlled manner.

As noted above, the present invention may beutilized with both constant

rate encoders and variable rate encoders. The main difference between a
constant rate encoder and a variable rate encoder is the amountof bits used to

encode each application frame. For example, in a video application that

generates video frames with a constant time-period, a constant rate encoder

uses the same amountof bits for encoding each frame regardless of the content

of the frame. A variable rate encoder, however, may use different amounts of

bits for each frame, depending on the content of the frame. The multi-rate

encoder discussed above may be implemented as a constant rate encoder or a

variable rate encoder. If the multi-rate encoder is a constant rate encoder,it is

capable of switching betweenat least two constant, but different, encoding rates.

if the multi-rate encoder is a variable rate encoder, it is capable of determining

average encoding rates and switching between at least two different average

encodingrates.

Embodiment Using a Constant Bit Rate Encoder

In an exemplary scenario in which a constantbit rate encoderis utilized,

the encoder operates at B; = 64 kbps, and the initial playback buffer size is

large enough for the client to play back data for Tpiayback = 1S without receiving

any more data. This corresponds to a buffer size Ltarget = 64 kbits. Given a

transport bit rate of Rtranspot = 64 kbps, the time needed to buffer Ltarget is:

T= Ly arg et _ B,Tyayback - 64 kbps .
mR R 64 kbps ="transport transport

= 1s (4)

FIG. 5 is a graph of the number of buffered bits as a function of time when

utilizing a constant bit rate encoderwith the procedure of FIG. 4. The streaming

serverinitially sends application frames encoded at Bz = 32 kbps. Underthe

same buffering constraint (i.e., that the client should be able to playback for

Tplayback = 18 without receiving any more data), the amountof data to be buffered
is only L = 32 kbits. Data is buffered for Tint i.e. until L bits have been buffered.
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Tint in this case is equal to the new waiting time 42 in FIG. 4. Since a 64 kbps

transport channel!is used, theinitial 32 kbits is downloadedto the client in Tint =

0.5 s. Notice that the initial buffering time is reduced to half since B, / Bz = 2.

At time Tint, the first frame of the application is played back. More data is then

buffered until the second frame is played. Since the encoding rate is lower than

the transport bit rate, the amount of data buffered in the client will increase even

after playback is started. During N application frames, the extra amount of

buffered datais:

AL=L ~L(R-B,)-N : tiame = (B, — Bl): N - terame (5)target

All the application frames have the samesize, since a constant bit rate encoder

is used. In the example shown, the period of decreased quality 44 comprises

the period of time in which frames 1-4 are played back. Thereafter, frame 5 and

subsequent frames are played back with normal(higher) quality 46.

The transport bit rate is assumedin this example to be constant and therefore

the buffer fullness varies between twofixed limits 50 and 51. In practice, the

transport bit rate will have variations, for example due to RLC retransmissions,

which meansthat the buffer fullness will also have variations.

Since Ltarget = Tplayback - Bi and L = Tint - Bi = Tplayback - Ba, it can be shown that

the numberof frames that have to be encoded with the lowerrateis:

N - thrame = Tpiayback (6)

This meansthat the amount of data (D2 that must be encoded with B2

is:

D2=N-trame - Bo = Tptayback ° Bo = L (7)

Concluding the example, when a constant bit rate encoder with multiple rates is

available, the pseudo code algorithm to be used to setthe initial buffering time

to Tinit is:

% get the input parameters

T_playback

T_init

B_1
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% select the initial encoding rate

B_2=B_1 * T_init / T_playback

% stream

send data encoded at B_2 for T_init % send B_2*T_playbackbits

thereafter send data encoded at B_1

The input parameter Tpiayback Should be selected according to the receiver

buffer size. The above pseudo code assumes that the encoder can encode

data at any rate Bo, and therefore it uses Tj, as an input parameter. If this is not

the case, and a limited number of encoding rates {B2},...y, are available, Tinit is

selected from a set of N-1 values. It should also be noted that the shorter the

input Tint, the lower the initial quality level due to the lower value of Bo.

FIG. 6 is a simplified block diagram of the preferred embodiment of the

system of the present invention. The preferred embodiment includes a

streaming server 100, a transport network 200, and a steaming client 300. The

streaming server includes a multi-rate encoder 101, so that it can selectively

encode the data utilizing one of two or more encoding rates (for example, 32

kbps or 64 kbps). The encoding rate may be selected, for example, with the

help of a switch 102 if a constant bit rate encoder is used. The transport

network provides a transport channel 400 whosetransport bit rate is fitted to the

highest encoding rate of the streaming server.

The streaming client 300 has a playback buffer 301 characterized by a

playback time. The amount of data to be buffered in the playback buffer

depends on the playback time and on the encoding rate. The streaming client

also includes logic 302, which controls the playback buffer and provides access

to the buffer by a decoder (not shown). The logic also uses a control channel

500 to inform a logic device 103 in the server about parameters such as

transport channel bit rate R, initial (target) buffering time Tin, the time period for

lower quality, and other parameters controlling playback buffer fullness. In an

alternative embodiment, the information about the buffering time is apriori

knownby the serverso that the control channel 500 is not needed.
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The logic device 103 in the streaming server 100 also triggers the switch

102 to switch between different encoding modesin order to minimize theinitial

buffering rate. At the beginning of a streaming session, the logic device 103

selects the lower encoding mode(rate). After the time period for lower quality,

the logic device switches the mode to the higher encoding rate. The exact

implementation of the logic device 103 depends of the characteristics of the

system. In the case of a constant rate encoder with a simple switch, the

implementation is a straightforward algorithm for switching from one constant

rate to another. The algorithm has only two input parameters: Tint controlling

the waiting time, and Toptayback Controlling both the buffer fullness level and the

time played back at the lower encoding rate.

Embodiment Using a Variable Bit Rate Encoder

A variable rate encoder may be utilized to provide for more efficient

transmission of data. For the same amount of transmitted data, the quality

perceived by the end user is better when a variable rate encoder is used than

when a constant rate encoder is used. However, the use of a variable bit-rate

encoderon transport channels with limited (upper bounded)bit rates may cause

problemsin the client, because use of the variable bit-rate encoder maylead to

an overfilled or underfilled condition in the receiver buffer. The receiver buffer

may overfill when the client decoder extracts fewer bits from the receiver buffer

than the amount of data entering the receiver buffer. The receiver buffer may

underfill when the decoder attempts to consume morebits than are available in

the receiver buffer. In order to cope with this kind of problem, the amount of bits

used to encode each frame has to be planned according to the size of the

receiver buffer, the bandwidth of the transport channel, and so on. Techniques

for varying the instantaneous encoding bit rate around an average bit rate are

known, and are shown, for example, in the published U.S. Patent Application

No. US 2002/0012395 A1 (Songetal.), and in “Long Window Rate Control for

Video Streaming,” (Varsa et al.), Proceedings of the 11" International Packet

Video Workshop, 30 April — 1 May 2001, Kyungju, Korea, pages 154-159. Both

of these references are hereby incorporated by reference herein in their
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entireties.

The rate control process described in these references, while varying the

instantaneous encoding bit rate for each frame, maintains an average (target)

encoding bit rate that is constant in time. It should be recognized that although

this process may be effective in trading-off quality for a more constant frame

size (thereby providing greater protection against overflow or underflow), the

process does not affect the initial delay time. Therefore, this known process

should not be confused with the novel process described herein for switching

between different average encoding bit rates in order to reduce the time-length

of the initial buffering phase.

This embodiment of the present invention utilizes a procedure similar to

the constant bit rate encoder case to achieve similar results for the variable bit

rate encoder case. However, instead of switching between two constant

encoding rates (and handling frames of constant sizes), this embodiment

switches between two average encoding bit rates. Since a variable bit rate

encoder is being utilized, the frame sizes and encoding rates may vary.

Because of this, if the initial buffering time is reduced, several adverse

consequences are possible. A first possible consequence would be that a

number of frames with relatively few bits of data are received, and the target

buffer fullness decreases, making the client application more sensitive to delay

jitter. Additionally, receiving frames with relatively few bits of data may cause

the receiver buffer to run the risk of underflowing. Conversely, another possible

consequenceis that a number of frames with a relatively large number of bits

are received, causing the receiver buffer to run the risk of overflowing. As noted

above, the invention may avoid this risk by varying the instantaneous encoding

bit rate for each frame so that the frame sizes become more equal, which is

doneat the expenseofslightly decreased quality over the entire video window.

Although the present invention has been described in detail with reference

to only a few exemplary embodiments, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

various modifications can be made without departing from the invention.

Accordingly, the invention is defined only by the following claims, which are

intended to embrace all equivalents thereof.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of reducing the time length of an initial buffering phase of

a streaming application in a communications network having a streaming server

with an encoder, a streaming client with a playback buffer, and a transport

network, said method comprising the stepsof:

determining a transport bit rate for the transport network;

encoding data with the encoder at an encoding bit rate that is lower than

the transport bit rate;

transporting the encoded data through the transport network from the

streaming serverto the playback buffer in the streaming client at the transport bit

rate;

beginning playback of the data when the level of data in the playback

buffer reachesa first predefined threshold level; and

increasing the encoding bit rate to equal the transport bit rate when the

level of data in the playback buffer reaches a second predefined threshold level

that is higher than the first predefined threshold level.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of a predefined
duration when the data is played back at the encoding bit rate, given that no

further data is received.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the second threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of the predefined

duration when the data is played back at the transport bit rate, given that no

further data is received.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising matching the encoding

bit rate to the transport bit rate if the transport bit rate changes, thereby

gracefully degrading the quality of the streaming application when network
conditions dictate.
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein the encoderis a variable bit rate

encoder, and the step of encoding data at an encoding bit rate that is lower than

the transport bit rate includes encoding the data at an average encodingbit rate

that is lower than the transport bit rate, and the step of increasing the encoding

bit rate includes increasing the average encoding bit rate to equal the transport

bit rate when the level of data in the playback buffer reaches the second

predefined threshold level.

6. A method of reducing the time length of an initial buffering phase of

a streaming application in a communications network having a streaming server

with an encoder, a streaming client with a playback buffer, and a transport

network, said method comprising the steps of:

determining a transport bit rate in the transport network between the

streaming server and the playback buffer in the streamingclient;

encoding data with the encoder during an initial buffering period at a first

encoding bit rate that is lower than the determinedtransport bit rate;

transporting the encoded data through the transport network from the

streaming server to the playback buffer in the streaming client at the transport bit

rate;

beginning playback of the data at a first quality level determined by the

first encoding bit rate whenthe level of data in the playback buffer reachesa first

predefined threshold level;

increasing the first encoding bit rate to a second encoding bit rate when

the level of data in the playback buffer reaches a second predefined threshold

level that is higher than the first predefined threshold level; and

playing back the data at a second quality level determined by the second

encoding bit rate when the level of data in the playback buffer reaches the

second predefined threshold level.

- 7. The method of claim 6, further comprising matching the encoding

bit rate to the transport bit rate if the transport bit rate changes, thereby
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gracefully degrading the quality of the streaming application when network

conditions dictate.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the encoderis a variable bit rate

encoder, and the step of encoding data during the initial buffering period includes

encoding the data at a first average encoding bit rate that is lower than the

transport bit rate, and the step of increasing the first encoding bit rate to a

second encoding bit rate includes increasing the first average encoding bit rate

to a second average encoding bit rate when the level of data in the playback

buffer reaches the second predefined threshold level.

9. The method of claim 6, wherein the step of increasing the first

encoding bit rate includes increasing the first encoding bit rate to equal the

transport bit rate.

10. The method of claim 6, wherein the first threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of a predefined

duration when the data is played back atthe first encoding bit rate, given that no

further data is received.

41.|The method of claim 10, wherein the second threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of the predefined

duration when the data is played back at the second encodingbit rate, given that

no further data is received.

12. Amethod of reducing the time length of an initial buffering phase of

a streaming application in a communications network having a streaming server

with a variable rate encoder, a streaming client with a playback buffer, and a

transport network, said method comprising the stepsof:

determining a transport bit rate in the transport network for transporting a

plurality of frames of data between the streaming server and the playback buffer

in the streamingclient;
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encoding data with the variable rate encoder during aninitial buffering

period at a first average encoding bit rate that is lower than the determined

transport bit rate;

transporting the encoded data through the transport network from the

streaming serverto the playback buffer in the streaming client at the transport bit

rate;

beginning playback of the data at a first quality level determined by the

first average encoding bit rate when the level of data in the playback buffer

reachesa predefined threshold level; and

varying the instantaneous encoding bit rate for each data frame to make

the plurality of data frames more equalin size.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the predefined threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of a predefined

duration when the data is played back at the first average encoding bit rate,

given that no further data is received.

14. The method of claim 12, further comprising the step of increasing

the first average encoding bit rate to a second average encoding bit rate when

the level of data in the playback buffer reaches a second predefined threshold

level that is higher than the first predefined threshold level.

15.|Asystem in a communications network for reducing the time length

of aninitial buffering phase of a streaming application, said system comprising:

a streaming server comprising:

a multi-rate encoder that encodes data at an encoding rate

selected from a plurality of encoding rates;

a switching mechanism for selecting the encoding rate; and

serverlogic that controls the switching mechanism;

a streaming client comprising:

a playbackbuffer that stores data received from the server; and

client logic that reports buffer parameters to the server; and
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a transport network for transporting a plurality of data frames at a

transport bit rate from the serverto the client;

wherein:

the multi-rate encoderinitially encodes the data at an encodingbit

rate that is lower than the transport bit rate;

the playback buffer begins playing back the data at a first quality

level determined by the first encoding bit rate when the level of data in the

playback buffer reachesa first predefined threshold level;

the client logic reports to the server logic when the level of data in

the playback buffer reaches a second predefined threshold level that is higher

than the first predefined threshold level;

the server logic controls the switching mechanism to increase the

first encoding bit rate to a second encoding bit rate when the level of data in the

playback buffer reaches the second predefined threshold level; and

the playback buffer plays back the data at a second quality level

determined by the second encodingbit rate after the level of data in the playback

buffer reaches the second predefined threshold level.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the server logic is adapted to

control the switching mechanism to increase the first encoding bit rate to equal

the transport bit rate when the level of data in the playback buffer reaches the

second predefined threshold level.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the first threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of a predefined
duration when the data is played back at the first encoding bit rate, given that no

further data is received.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the second threshold level is a

quantity of buffered data sufficient to provide a playback period of the predefined

duration when the data is played back at the transport bit rate, given that no

further data is received.
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19. The system of claim 18, wherein the multi-rate encoder is adapted

to match the encoding bit rate to the transport bit rate if the transport bit rate

changes, thereby gracefully degrading the quality of the stream when network

5 conditions dictate.

20. The system of claim 15, wherein the multi-rate encoder is a

variable bit rate encoder that initially encodes the data at a first average

encoding bit rate that is lower than the transport bit rate, and the server logic

10 controls the switching mechanism to increase the first average encoding bit rate

to a second average encoding bit rate when the level of data in the playback

buffer reaches the second predefined threshold level.

21. The system of claim 20, wherein the variable bit rate encoder

15 varies the instantaneous encoding bit rate for each data frame to make the

plurality of data frames more equalin size.
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METHOD OF BROADCASTING MULTIMEDIA CONTENT VIA A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method of transmitting a multimedia content

to a client device. The invention also relates to a system, a content server, and a client device

specifically designed to implement such a transmission method.

The invention has interesting applications for the transmission ofpay content

to client devices via the Internet, in particular for the transmission of live content(live events,

live shows, broadcast TV programsandthelike).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

European patent application n°1 187 423 describes methods of transmitting

on- demand information whose content varies with time, like music or video. In particular, it

describes a so-called buffering distribution methodthat consists in dividing a single piece of

content into a plurality of files and in downloading the contentfile by file, starting from the

first file. This buffering distribution method is described as providing the advantage of

reducing the waiting time before starting playback (while part N is being downloaded,part

N-1 can be played).

One ofthe objects of the invention is to propose improvements for such a

distribution method.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This is achieved with a system as defined in claims 1 to 3, a content server as

defined in claims4 to 7, a client device as defined in claims 8 and 9 and a method as defined

in claim 10. ;

A system according to the invention comprises:

- a source for acquiring a multimedia content,

- an encoder for encoding said multimedia content,

- aslicer for slicing said encoded multimedia contentinto at least one set of slices, and for

providing at least one set of files from said at least one set of slices, said slicer implementing

an encryption algorithm, such that at least the slice contained in a file cannot be used without
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a decryption key associated therewith,

- a distribution network,

- an access provider for providing a client device with an accessto said distribution network,

- a content server linkedto said distribution network and having accessto said set or sets of

files for downloadingat least one ofsaid files to said client device via said distribution

network upon reception of a request from said client device, and

~ a key serverlinked to said distribution network for providing said client device with the

decryption key or keys that are associated with the downloadedfiles.

With the invention, the content is divided into a set of slices anda file is

generated for each slice. The slices (or the files) are encrypted before downloading in such a

way that the client device cannotusetheslice (or the file) before having acquired the

associated decryption key. The invention thereby allows protecting a downloaded content on

a slice-by-slice basis (or on a file-by-file basis) rather than protecting a downloaded content

as a whole.

This is advantageousfor the following reason: when the downloaded content

is protected via encryption, the decryption keyis usually provided after the download has
been completed so as to make sure that the download was successful (thereby eliminating the

risk that the client pays for something that he will eventually not receive) and to avoid that

the client may watch the content and disconnect before being charged. Protecting the slices

(or the files) one by one (or group by group) allowsthe client to decrypt and therefore start

playing the content before all the files are downloaded while making sure that the client

received correctly what he paid for, and cannot use what he did not payfor.

With the invention, the client does not have to pay for the whole content

beforehand. Paymentis progressive as playing goes along. Theclient can start playing a

content and disconnect before the whole content has been downloaded if he wishes to do so.

In such a case he will only pay for what he eventually received.

The invention safeguards the interests ofboth the content provider and the

client.

According to the invention, the file-based content is downloaded from the

content server to the client device via a point-to-point connection. On IP networks, point-to-

point connections are usually ruled by the HTTP protocol (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol,

defined in the RFC2616 of the IETF). The HTTPprotocolis the basis for the World Wide

Weband therefore has the great advantage ofbeing accepted by all firewalls and Networks

Address Translators (which is not the case with the RTP/UDPtransport protocol). This
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3

meansthat the transmitted content will be accessible for any client device having access to
the World Wide Web withoutrestriction. Another advantage of using a downloading
distribution modeis that it is highly reliable.

However, using a downloadingdistribution mode ofthe type described in

European patent application n°1187423 has the drawbackthat all files have to be transmitted,
starting from thefirst file. With such a downloading distribution mode,the client cannot

access the content at random. Transmissionofa live content(that is, a content made available

in real-time,like live events, live shows, broadcast TV programs,...) cannot be achieved.

In an advantageous embodimentofthe invention, the slices are generated in
such a waythat they can be decoded independently of each other. This meansthatthe client

does not need to receive the content from its beginning. It can start receiving the content from
any slice. When a client sends aninitial request directed to a live content, he will receive

either the previous file (which means hewill receive slightly outdated information) or he will
have to wait for the nextfile to get ready.

With the invention,it is also possible to download one file only, upon

reception of a requestby a client device. This is advantageous for certain applications, for

example, to allow clients to get a quick overviewofthe results during championships.
Whena plurality offiles is to be downloaded, the files can be either fetched

one by oneby the client device or sent one by oneby the content server upon reception of an
initial request. In practice, it is not certain that all client browsers will support reception of
several files in response to one single request. Therefore, it will usually be preferred that the
client device fetches the files one by one(i.e. sends a fetching request for each file to be

downloaded). The client device can be designed specifically so as to automatically send the
fetching request at the appropriate time. Alternatively, the content server can send a

documentto the client device, said document causing the client deviceto repetitively send a
fetching request. Advantageously, said document comprises an instruction forthe client

device to send a subsequent fetching request a certain amountof time before the end of the

playback ofthe previousfile. In such a way,it is ensured that the nextfile will reach the

client device early enough, and that the client will not experience any gap in the playback
process.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects of the invention are further described with reference to

the following drawings:

- Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of a first example of a system according to the
invention,

- Fig.2 is a schematic representation of a second example of a system according to the
invention,

- Fig. 3 is a schematic representation of a set of files generated by a slicer according to the
invention,

~ Fig. 4 is a first example of a protocol to be implementedforthe client device to acquire the
decryption key associated with a specific file,

- Fig. 5 is a second example of a protocol to be implemented for the client device to acquire
the decryption key associated with a specific file,

- Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a first example of a method accordingto the invention for

downloading a live multimedia content,

- Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a second example of a method according to the invention for
downloading a live multimedia content.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig.1 is a schematic diagram ofa first example of a system accordingto the

invention. The system ofFig. 1 comprises:

- asource | for acquiring a multimedia content;

~ an encoder 5 for encoding a received multimedia content,

- a slicer 6 for slicing an encoded multimedia contentinto a set of slices and for providing a
set of files, each file containing a slice of said encoded multimedia content,said slicer

implementing an encryption algorithm, such that at least the slice containedin a file cannot

be used without a decryption key associated therewith,

- acontent server 8 having accessto said files,

- a distribution network 10, the content server 8 being linked to the distribution network 10,

- an access provider 12 for providing a client device 14 with an accessto the distribution

network 10,

- a key server 15 linkedto the distribution network 10 for providing the client device 14 with

the decryption key or keys that are associated with the downloadedfiles.
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In the system ofFig.1, the source 1, the encoder 5 andthe slicer 6 may be

physically located in one or in several devices.

Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of a second example of a system according

to the invention. In addition to the elements described above with reference to Fig.1, the

system of Fig.2 comprises:

- a broadcasting system 16 for broadcasting the multimedia content provided by the source 1;
and

- a receiver 17 for receiving the broadcast multimedia content, and forwarding the received

multimedia contentto the slicer 6.

The client device 14 has (amongst other means not represented in Fig.1) a

communication unit 20 for transmission/reception to/from the access provider 12, a player 22

for playing an encoded multimedia content, and a display 24 for displaying a multimedia

content. The client device 14 may be either a mobile device (like a mobile phone), in which

case the communication unit 20 is a radio communication unit, or a wired device (like a PC),

in which case the communication unit 20 is a wired communication unit. The distribution

network 10 is typically the Internet network.

The broadcasting system 16 is, for instance, a satellite broadcasting network

and the receiver 17 is a satellite receiver. This is not restrictive: any other broadcasting means

could be usedinstead ofsatellite broadcasting means. The broadcast multimedia content may

be any multimedia content that is transmitted and can be received by a numberofreceivers

including the receiver 17. The broadcast multimedia content may be, for instance, a television

program, a pre-recorded event/program,a live event, etc. The encoder5 is responsible for

encoding the received multimedia content. The encoder 5 is compliant with, for instance, one

of the MPEGstandards, or with H263.

The encoder5 andtheslicer 6 are either implementedin a single device or in

two separate devices. In both cases, whatis transmitted from the encoder5 to the slicer 6 is

an encoded video stream. Advantageously, this encoded video stream is transmitted from the

encoder5 to the slicer 6 over IP by using the RTP protocol. This is not restrictive. By way of

example, the transport layer of the MPEG-2 standard, known as MPEG-2 TS, could be used

as well.

In practice, the files generated by the slicer 6 are stored in a storage unit 26 to

which the content server 8 has access. The storage unit 26 is shared by the slicer 6 and the

content server 8. The storage unit 26 may be part of the content server 8 or can be located

remotely.
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Theslicer 6 has the following functions:

a) It slices the encoded content generated by the encoder5 into a plurality of slices, where

each slice comprises a given amount of time of the encoded multimedia content.

b) It generates a file from eachslice.

c) It implements an encryption algorithm, such that at least the slice contained in a file cannot

be used without a decryption key associated therewith. This can be achieved by encrypting

the slice or encrypting the file. Encrypting the files has the advantage of simplicity.

Encrypting the slices is more complex. However, it allows accessing the file information

contained in the file structure (for example, in the headers)at the client side without having

to decrypt the file first. By way of example, the encryption algorithm used bytheslicer6 is

AES(Advanced Encryption Standard). Encryption is done by using an encryption key. An

associated decryption key is needed to achieve decryption of the encodedentity (the slice or

the file). The key server 15 is responsible for delivering the encryption keyto the slicer 6 and

the decryption key to the client device 14.

The slicer 6 can generate a plurality of sets of files for the same multimedia

content. By way of example, when the slicer 6 generates a plurality of sets of files, a plurality

of sets of slicing positions can be used, eachset of slicing positions being shifted in time as

compared with the other sets of slicing positions. Generating a plurality ofsets offiles is

advantageous becauseit allows reducing the delay experienced by the client when he sends a

request for a live content.

Fig.3 is a representation of a set S; of files Fi; (j=1,...,N) generated by the

slicer 6 by slicing an encoded multimedia content at slicing positions Tj; (j=1,...,N-1).

In an advantageous embodiment, the slices are generated in such a way that

they can be decoded independently of each other. In practice, any encoded multimedia

content generated by a multimedia encoder comprises so-called Random Access Points

(RAP). In order to produceslices that can be decoded independently of the others, the slicer 6

slices the encoded multimedia content in such a waythat each slice starts with a Random

Access Point. For instance, when the encoder is compliant with the MPEG-2 or MPEG-4

standard, the random accesspoints are the I-frames of the MPEG-encoded multimedia

content, and the slicing positions are chosen in such a waythat the first frame of each slice is

an I-frame.

Optionally, the size of the slices is adjustable. It may be identicalfor all slices

or it may vary from oneslice to another (for instance, the size of the slices may increase with
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time). The best efficiency is obtained with files that are relatively long because the morefiles
are transported, the more overhead dueto file headers is obtained.

Eachfile generated by theslicer 6 is stored as a file in the storage unit 26. The
storage unit 26 has to be “cleaned”on a regular basis to ensure that there is room available

for storing the newly generatedfiles. A way of cleaning the storage unit is to re-use file

names on a regular basis. An alternative wayis to use different file namesfor eachfile, and
to delete the aging files on a regular basis.

The content server 8 and the key server 15 are linked to the distribution

network 10. The client device 14 has accessto the distribution network 10 via the access

provider 12. Typically, the client device 14 canload, through the distribution network 10, a
page containing at least one link to one encoded multimedia content that the content server 8

offers to downioad. Whena userclicks on saidlink, aninitial request Ro directed to said

encoded multimedia content is sent automatically to the content server 8. There are several

possible ways for the contentserver 8 to handle the initial request Ro.

In a first embodiment, the content server 8 downloadsa single file in response
to the client request. This implementation can be usedfor specific applications, for instance,
for applications offering the client to pick up information regarding a live event. It can also
be used with a player 22 specifically designed to cause the client device 14 to send the initial

request Ro repetitively.

In a second embodiment, the content server 8 downloadsthe files one by one

as soon as they are readyat the server side. This embodimenthas the advantage of being easy
to implement. However,there is a risk that certain client browsers will not support reception
of severalfiles in responseto one single request.

In a third embodiment, the content server 8 sends a documentto the client

device 14 upon reception of the initial request Ro. This documentcausesthe client device 14

to repetitively send a fetching request designating the encoded multimedia content.

By way of example, the document sent by the content server 8 may be a page

comprising an automatic refresh command. An example of such a page is given below:
<html>

<head>

<META meta http-equiv="Refresh" content="134";

url“"http://www.yoursite.com/live2download.html'"

</head>

<embed sre="live2download.mp4" width="240" height="240">
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</embed>

</html>

Such a page causesthe client browserto reload the file “live2download.mp4”

every 134 seconds (whichis the duration ofa file in this example).

Alternatively, the document sent by the content server 8 may be a standard

description of the multimedia content, said standard description being intended to be

processed by the player 22 in a standard way. Such a description may be, for instance, an

SMILdescription (SMIL is a W3C standard defining XML-based audio/video scene

descriptions). An example of such an SMIL descriptionis given below:
<smil>

<head>

<layout>

<root-layout width="240" height="240" background-color="Wwhite"/>

<region regionName="im"left="0" top="0" width="240" height="240"/>

</layout> |
</head>

<body>

<seq repeatCount = "indefinite" >

<video id="Vid" src="live2download.mp4" region="im" />

</seq>

</body>

</smil>

The effect of this SMIL document is to cause the player 17 to play thefile

“live2download.mp4"repetitively. As a result, the client device will repetitively send

fetching requests directed to the file "live2download.mp4".

Advantageously, the SMIL documentsent by the content server 8 comprises a

commandindicating that the files have to be fetched some time in advance(that is, some time

before the end of the playback ofthe previousfile). This ensures that the nextfile will arrive

at the client device 14 in timeso that the client will not experience a gapin the rendering of

the multimedia content. An example of an SMIL description having such a commandis given
below:

<smil>

<head>

<layout>
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<root-layout width="240" height="240" background-color="white"/>

<region regionName="im" left="0" top="0" width="240" height="'240"/>

</layout>

</head>

<body>

<seq repeatCount = "indefinite" >

<video id="vid" src="live2download1.mp4" region="im"=clipBegin = "0s" dur =

"25s" />

<par>

<prefetch src="live2download2.mp4" mediaTime ="5s" />

<video id="vid" src="live2download1.mp4" region="im" clipBegin = "25s" />

</par>

<video id="vid" src="live2download2.mp4" region="im" _clipBegin = "0s" dur =

"25s" />

<par>

<prefetch src="live2download1.mp4" mediaTime =""5s"' />

<video id="Vvid" src="live2download2.mp4" region="im" clipBegin = "25s" />

</par> ,
</seq>

</body>

</smil>

This documentis written for slices containing 30s of content. It causes the

player 17 to execute the following operations in sequence:

a) playing the first 25s of a first source (live2download1.mp4);

b) playing the last 5s of the first source and in parallel fetching the first 5s of a second source

(live2download2.mp4);

c) playing thefirst 25s of the second source (which can be done without delay sincethefirst

5s have been pre-fetched).

Using two different sources is an implementation trick. The content server 8 must be

designed to recognize that the first and the second source correspond to the same encoded

multimedia content.

Whenthe content to be downloadedis a live content, the server has to select

which file to download upon reception ofthe initial request Ro or upon reception of the

fetching requests. The content server 8 can either select the most recentfile or the first file to
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get ready. The consequence of selecting the mostrecentfile is that the client will receive

outdated data. The consequenceofselectingthe first file to get ready is that the client will

have to wait a certain time before getting a response. In Fig.2, an arrow A indicates the

receptionofthe initial request Ro by the content server8. If the downloadedfile is file F;,,

the client will not experience any delay; howeverhe will receive data that will be late by a

time equalto aj. If the downloadedfile is file F,2 , the client will not receive outdated data;

however, he will experience a delay equalto bj».

Whenthe downloadofa file is achieved, the client device 14 has to acquire

the associated decryption key in orderto be able to play the content of the file. Two ways of

acquiring this decryption key will now be described with reference to Fig. 4 and Fig.5,

respectively.

In Fig.4, the client device 14 sends an acknowledgment30to the content

server 8 indicating that the download was successfully completed. Upon reception of the

acknowledgement30, the content server 8 sends a notification 32 to the key server 15. Upon

reception ofthe notification 32, the key server 15 sends a message 34 containing the

appropriate decryption key to the client device 14.

In Fig.5, the client device 14 sends an acknowledgment 40 to the content

server 8 indicating that the download wassuccessfully completed and a request 42 to the key

server 15. Upon reception of the acknowledgement 40, the content server 8 sends a

notification 43 to the key server 15. Upon reception ofthe notification 43 and the request 42,

the key server 15 sends a message 44 containing the appropriate decryption key to the client
device 14.

The transmissions via the distribution network 10 are ruled by the HTTP

protocol.

A first example of a method according to the invention of transmitting a

multimedia content M to a client device 14 will now be described with referenceto Fig.6. It

comprises:

- a step X1 ofproducing an encoded multimedia content E(M) from the multimedia content

M,

- astep X2 of slicing the encoded multimedia content E(M)into a setof slices Si,

- a step X3 of encrypting a slice Si (or a group of slices) with an encryption key KXi by

applying an encryption algorithm X, thereby providing encrypted slices X(Si, KXi),

~ a step X4 ofprovidinga set offiles Fi, where each file Fi contains an encrypted slice X(Si,

KXi),
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- a step X5 of downloadingat least one of said files Fi to the client device 14 via the

distribution network 10 upon reception ofan initial request Ro directed to the multimedia
content M from the client device 14.

A second example of a method according to the invention of transmitting a

multimedia content M to a client device 14 will now be described with reference to Fig.6. It
comprises:

~ a step X10 ofproducing an encoded multimedia content E(M) from the multimedia content
M,

- a step X20 of slicing the encoded multimedia content E(M)intoa set ofslicesSi,

- a step X25 ofprovidinga set of files Fi, where each file Fi containsa slice Si,

- a step X30 of encrypting a file Fi (or a group offiles) with an encryption key KXi by

applying an encryption algorithm X, thereby providing encryptedfiles X(Fi, KXi),
~ a step X50 of downloading at least one ofsaid files X(Fi,Kxi) to the client device 14 via the

distribution network 10 upon reception of an initial request Ro directed to the multimedia
content M from the client device 14.

These steps are implemented by wayofspecific hardware and/or software

comprised in one or several devices. For instance, steps X1 and X10 are implemented by the
encoder 5, steps X2, X3, X4 and X20, X25, X30 are implemented by the slicer 6, and steps
X5 and X50 are implemented by the contentserver 8.

With respect to the described network, server, system, slicer, client device, and

downloading method, modifications or improvements may be proposed without departing
from the scope ofthe invention. The inventionis thus not limited to the examples provided.

File transfer protocols other than HTTP may be used (for example, FTP).

The content server and the key server may be the same physical entity. The

encryption maybe either appliedto the slicesorto the files. The encryption key and the

associated decryption key maybedifferentor identical, depending on the encryption
algorithm that is used.

Use of the verb “comprise”andits conjugations in the description and in the

claims does not exclude the presence of elements or steps other than those stated in the
description and in the claims.

Useofthe article “a” or “an”to designate an elementor a step does not

exclude the presenceofa plurality of such elements orsteps.
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CLAIMS

1. A system comprising at least:

- a source (1) for acquiring a multimedia content,

- an encoder(5) for encoding said multimedia content,

- a slicer (6) for slicing said encoded multimedia content into at least one set of slices, and for

providingat least one set offiles from said at least one set of slices, said slicer implementing

an encryption algorithm, such that at least the slice contained in a file cannot be used without

a decryption key associated therewith,

- a distribution network (10),
~ an access provider (12) for providing a client device (14) with an access to said distribution

network,

- acontent server (8) linked to said distribution network and having accessto said set or sets

offiles for downloadingat least one ofsaid files to said client device via said distribution

network upon reception of a request from said client device, and

- a key serverlinked to said distribution network for providing said client device with the

decryption key or keys that are associated with the downloadedfiles.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein a decryption key is providedto said client

device upon successful downloadingofthe file or files it is associated with.

3. A-system as claimed in claim 1, wherein slices are generated in such a way that they can

be decoded independently of each other.

4. A content server (8) having access to at least one set of files (S;) generated by slicing an

encoded multimedia contentinto at least one set of slices and providing at least one set of

files (F,;) from said at least one set of slices by implementation of an encryption algorithm,

such thatat least the slice contained in a file cannot be used without a decryption key

associated therewith,

said content server having means for downloading to a client device (14) at least one of said

files upon reception of a request from said client device.
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5. A content server as claimed in claim 4, wherein said files originate from slices that can be

decoded independently of each other.

6. A contentserver as claimed in claim 4, having meansfor sendinganotification to a key

server upon successful downloading ofa file to said client device so that said key server

providessaid client device with the decryption key associated with said file.

7. A content serveras claimed in claim 4, wherein said downloading means comprise:

- means for sending a documentto said client device upon reception of said request, said

document causing said client device to repetitively send a fetching request designating said
encoded multimedia content,

- means for selecting which file is to be downloaded amongstsaid setorsets offiles, upon
reception of said fetching requests from said client device,

~ means for downloadingthe selectedfile.

8. A client device having:

- means for connectionto a content server, said content server having accessto at least one

set offiles (S;) generated by slicing an encoded multimedia contentinto at least one set of

slices, each file containing a slice, and by implementing an encryption algorithm, such that at

least the slice contained in a file cannot be used without a decryption key associated

therewith, said content server offering to download at least part of said encoded multimedia

content on a file-by-file basis,

- meansfor repeatedly sending to said content server a request directed to said encoded

multimedia content,

- meansfor receiving one of said files in response to each request,

~ means for acquiring the decryption key associated with eachfile,

- means for decrypting and playingsaidfiles.

9. Aclient device as claimedin claim8, further comprising means for sending a subsequent

request before the end of the playback of the currentfile.

10. A method of transmitting an encoded multimedia content to a client device, said method

comprising the stepsof:

- encoding a multimedia content,
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~ slicing said encoded multimedia content into at least one setof slices and providing at least
one set offiles from said at least one setofslices, said slicing step including an encryption

step, suchthat at least the slice contained in a file cannot be used without a decryption key
associated therewith,

- downloading at least oneofsaidfiles to said client device via said distribution network

upon reception of a request from said client device.
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44 Non Patent Literature it

p 60777cef328d562cee6f19f7e06181ac08598bfs

Information:

19975826

. NPLPart9o0f20-part5-embcut.
45 Non Patent Literature it

p cd8c7729055426700e6a70a57d0al bfae2e|}5369a

Information:

11025656

46 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart100f20.pdf 900efdd 1423929177201 a9ac6043989eee8,
cObc6

Information:

22557686

47 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart1 10f20-embcut.pdf 87ab49132aada29826c749e40085b146c36|
2bc05

Information:

9129395

48 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart12o0f20.pdf 118574 128289b82a04f3ccef5c78544971bf|
9ca2

Information:
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23455445

49 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart13o0f20.pdf 29187788c 1ab787d8a04c51965bf1a81817,
da4fo

Information:

16728715

50 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart1 40f20-part1-a-
embcut.pdf cc844fa35a04774 18494 18dad9db047685

63fbc

Information:

1

12505404

. NPLPart140f20-part1-b-
5 Non Patent Literature p

embcut.pdf 933cbf8dc0d58d7d4e18bc05a30b53112c7]
2dc3f

Information:

24316063

. NPLPart140f20-part2-embcut.
52 Non Patent Literature +

p d9ba63 17bfofeafaS2e479b2a3af69c76d6464le

Information:

25238102

53 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart150f20.pdf 7363cf4022c5 96f286bcfc143309bc5a6828
bcS1

Information:

18175510

54 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart}60/20-Darti-embcut
p 499¢278f978766a761 d8d243e53ffeecdd4c|3e55

Information:

18407580

. NPLPart160f20-part2-embcut.
55 Non Patent Literature +

p 58b686d908e35ef6838f0ab4a05 14e1675eb6c69F

Information:
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13987380

56 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart}90/20-Darts-embcut 1
p 891a246ddc42a6f85836bc691 2d 30e1 3983}15999

Information:

1

15323134

57 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart1 $0f20-part-embcut
p 73b8b3a7el e8b65af8ad2723ddb2d4e4cb080da2

Information:

16256325

. NPLPart160f20-part5-embcut.
58 Non Patent Literature + 1

p 9f54c993346a02a63e36d723207b8ab1 960)14855

Information:

17635249

. NPLPart160f20-part6-embcut.
59 Non Patent Literature + 20

p 5a0e6ad85f8a0b6668ea40a08eb052 lfdbd13811

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 281fc5e465c7188f2650781 4c0b9e8dd4432a
O0fe

Information:

50

70

70

10

TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 981663500
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 15283544

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 5655

Title of Invention: STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

eee

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

24192231

NPLPart160f20-part7-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf cba26d2a969d2424f32278330cf06ba7a3d

6a735

Warnings: IPR2022-0122
EXHIBIT 1003 - PAGE 02315
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Information:

24186547

NPLPart160f20-part8-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf 75e72c3ed73e4ee9al foeObcbcca3e7c4bS

2b835pe
3°g32o3Fd

18410092

NPLPart160f20-part9-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf Odfe09f3d68d5 184ab02e6d88ee68acdf9e4

a410pe
3°g32o3Fd

13405542

NPLPart1 60f20-part10-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf 66352cb40b33d7476fadf3725cd96d9d01 8}

ficf8pe
Information:

18916709

NPLPart17of20-part1-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf db694740cfa5765c5 1c79ad846449868d54

36cdceSe
Information:

8702701

NPLPart17of20-part2-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf d4660fc1 ce96a1 feSa1c5ab094159f7a771d

bb47

Information:

22591838

NPLPart17of20-part3-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf c41dafSae652458085a1 986b3e0363d6a03

e0eddpe
Information:

23324044

NPLPart180f20-part1-embcut.Non Patent Literature
pdf 71a661a5eeebc91589a9b307 121b87e503

debfe

Information:
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7899629

Non PatentLiterature NPLPart}80/20-Dart2-embcut
p 312a32bc5bd3f936ba579dfdc63ac7e7dceb143c

Information:

15484625

10 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart180f20-part3-a-
embcut.pdf ef3266b3ec8cdd59fbd75b20e9 1 aba6dbf1

6bfec

Information:

1

10760082

. NPLPart180f20-part3-b-
1 Non Patent Literature p

embcut.pdf 11113114a06e28b4bfaee70eedd891 382d
4255f

Information:

18790681

. NPLPart180f20-part4-embcut.
12 Non Patent Literature +

p 430daebbd2ebc26693cb46cb21d91f3d0eeaSfae

Information:

10103519

13 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart180f20-part5-a-
embcut.pdf e4e1b7d1cc3dc0c59f532af756981a6062e1

aSe3

Information:

17009304

14 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart180f20-part5-b-
embcut.pdf 339b0195bd21f4d2fdfe8602b863f270e2da

9afS

Information:

10103519

. NPLPart180f20-part6-embcut.
15 Non Patent Literature +

p e446e43ca6a37ad 1 fo8abb59ce75c882f43921dd

Information:
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17009307

16 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart1 Bof20-part7-embcut
p 363dba22ccad2bd25423db046bc6d6f4875393d

Information:

23869343

1 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart1 Bof20-parts-embcut
p 5664f0879da24b8ace78ed390ea7efd9c531od6d

7

Information:

3474599

. NPLPart180f20-part9-embcut.
18 Non Patent Literature +

p Obabd1e4ce87168d26e179cd2300ccbc21f|8fa4a

Information:

21399671

. NPLPart1 80f20-part10-embcut,
19 Non Patent Literature it

p 4e4485ca7705e000687a4903 5a36f46095021895

Information:

13979869

20 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart)$0120-part! 1-embcut.
p 6b4bc 12499185991 3d0fad7e60791 e9S8fd|9f3e

Information:

12430129

2 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart?$0120-part12-embcut
P cc480b2e7ba3eS8cc291 4e568e7F1 fddeaf74e0

Information:

16047670

. NPLPart1 80f20-part13-embcut,
22 Non Patent Literature it

p 1673ea821975e7772b7706cl 2e7efa7b2636f891

Information:
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18694525

3 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart?$0120-parti4-embcut
p 69207ce731481f8aaa10093dae6e6 1a86dd6a605

Information:

25847382

24 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart}$0120-partS-embcut
P 89cce96e6c40832bf05a95 9e04fc46edb40f|aco8

Information:

5

23605677

. NPLPart1 80f20-part16-embcut,
2 Non Patent Literature it

p ff45d041c8111a81ebeb6dbc0ae722cal 1c4d7do

Information:

21307294

. NPLPart1 80f20-part17-embcut,
26 Non Patent Literature it

p 8f3c27179cdc80153b777e1d2fd8581 253281ff6.

Information:

15735773

7 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart1$0120-parti-embcut
p 2a8d7d4fce81b5674ba50024dfdd1 b68db0

Information:

15538758

28 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart?80120-part19-embcut
p b86cb75f652351¢55 1d9c8d7a0124c31ca899059

Information:

17409904

. NPLPart1 80f20-part20-embcut,
29 Non Patent Literature it

p a3b5ef7d060ba48b9dec969 1edb66050aab

Information:
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17994335

30 Non PatentLiterature NPLPart}80120-part2T-embcut
p 9d4555da4b49780c4173bb3bf17d6c077d982e2d

1

1

6

3

1

Information:

0

10592285

31 NonPatentLiterature NPLPart190f20.pdf 1d2fad3 9baeb20fd8e7906cice2a946641 Ob|
2362

Information:

12069594

. NPLPart200f20-part1-embcut.
32 Non Patent Literature +

p 70a95da73c24e7dbe960a3b833e4af4e2b8|b827f

Information:

12273639

. NPLPart200f20-part2-embcut.
33 Non Patent Literature + 59

p 4150205e3e637679a5fd6a47b3fa1925bc674311

Information:

TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 543160817

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

ATU
OCT 19 2016

Commissionerfor Patents
Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov  
 

ERNEST D. BUFF

ERNEST D. BUFF AND ASSOCIATES,LLC.
231 SOMERVILLE ROAD OFFBEDMINSTERNJ 07921OFFICEOFPETITIONS

Doc Code: TRACK1.GRANT

Decision Granting Requestfor
Prioritized Examination Application No.: 15/283,544

Track | or After RCE,

THE REQUESTFILED October 3, 2016 IS GRANTED.

The above-identified application has met the requirementsfor prioritized examination
A. ] for an original nonprovisional application (Track 1).
B. L] for an application undergoing continued examination (RCE).

The above-identified application will undergo prioritized examination. The application will be
accorded special status throughout its entire course of prosecution until one of the following occurs:

A. filing a petition for extension of time to extend the time period forfiling a reply:

B. filing an amendment to amendthe application to contain more than four independent

claims, more than thirty total claims, or a multiple dependentclaim;

filing a request for continued examination;

filing a notice of appeal;

filing a request for suspension of action:

mailing of a notice of allowance;

mailing of a final Office action;

completion of examination as defined in 37 CFR 41.102; or

abandonmentof the application.

Telephoneinquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to Brian W. Brown at 571-272-5338.

/Brian W. Brown/ Petitions Examiner, Office of Petitions
[Signature] (Title)

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-2298 (Rev. 02-2012)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

12 315/283,544 10/03/2016 730 0021-49 CON4B

 
 
   

CONFIRMATION NO.5655

25901 FILING RECEIPT

ERNEST D. BUFE AND ASSOCIATES, LLC. (NO0.UL04080
231 SOMERVILLE ROAD

BEDMINSTER,NJ 07921

Date Mailed: 10/17/2016

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Harold Edward Price, Bethel Park, PA;

Applicant(s)
WAG ACQUISITION, L.L.C., Flanders, NJ;

Powerof Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 13/815,040 01/25/2013
whichis a CON of 13/385,375 02/16/2012 PAT 8364839
which is a CON of 12/800,177 05/10/2010 PAT 8185611
which is a CON of 10/893,814 07/19/2004 PAT 7716358
whichis a CIP of 09/819,337 03/28/2001 PAT 6766376
which claims benefit of 60/231,997 09/12/2000

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.

page 1 of 3
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If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 10/14/2016

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 15/283,544

Projected Publication Date: 01/26/2017

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Preliminary Class

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://“www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcementissues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

page 2 of 3
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSQ. Box 1450 

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
   

15/283,544 10/03/2016 Harold Edward Price 0021-49 CON4B

CONFIRMATION NO. 5655

25901 INFORMAL NOTICE

ERNESTD. BUFF

ERNESTD. BUFF AND ASSOCIATES,LLC. OCMC000000086515472
231 SOMERVILLE ROAD

BEDMINSTER, NJ 07921

Date Mailed: 10/17/2016

INFORMATIONAL NOTICE TO APPLICANT

Applicantis notified that the above-identified application contains the deficiencies noted below. No period for
reply is set forth in this notice for correction of these deficiencies. However, if a deficiency relates to the inventor's
oath or declaration, the applicant mustfile an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, or a substitute
statementin compliance with 37 CFR 1.64, executed by or with respect to each actual inventor no later than the
expiration of the time period set in the "Notice of Allowability" to avoid abandonment. See 37 CFR 1.53(f).

The item(s) indicated below are also required and should be submitted with any reply to this notice to avoid
further processing delays.

A newinventor's oath or declaration that identifies this application (e.g., by Application Numberandfiling
date) is required. The inventor's oath or declaration does not comply with 37 CFR 1.63 in thatit:

* doesnotstate that the above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by the person
executing the oath or declaration.

Harold Edward Price

Questions about the contents of this notice and the

requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office
of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit,at
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/mgabre/
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 15/283,544

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c))
SEARCH FEE
SEARCHPm) N/A N/A N/A 300 NA||
SCNasen(37 CFR 1.16(0)

rere CLASeeeeeee onaNOCEENOENT CLAIMS

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE_|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheetsorfraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.
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STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/815,040,

filed Jan. 25, 2013 (published on Jun. 13, 2013 as U.S. patent publication number

2013/0151724 A1), which wasa continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No.

13/385,375,filed Feb. 16, 2012 (published on Jun. 28, 2012 as U.S. patent publication

number 2012/0166669 A1 and now U.S.Pat. No. 8,364,839, issued Jan. 29, 2013), which

was a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/800,177, filed May 10, 2010

(published on Sep. 2, 2010 as U.S. patent publication number 2010/0223362 A1 and

now U.S.Pat. No. 8,185,611, issued May 22, 2012), which was a continuation ofU.S.

patent application Ser. No. 10/893,814,filed Jul. 19, 2004 (published on Dec. 9, 2004 as

U.S. patent publication number 2004/0249969 A1, and now U.S.Pat. No. 7,716,358,

issued May 11, 2010), which wasa continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser.

No. 09/819,337,filed Mar. 28, 2001 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,766,376, issued Jul. 20, 2004),

which wasa nonprovisional of U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/231,997,

filed Sep. 12, 2000 and now abandoned; andit claims the benefit, under 35 U.S.C. §120,

of the respective filing dates of said nonprovisional applications, and the benefit under

35 U.S.C. §119(e) of said provisional application, as well as benefit under 35 U.S.C.

§§120 and 119(e) (as applicable) of the filing dates of: copending U.S. patent application

Ser. No. 10/825,869, filed Apr. 16, 2004 (published on Dec. 23, 2004 as U.S. patent

publication number 2004/260828 A1), which wasa continuation of said U.S. patent

application Ser. No. 09/819,337, which was a nonprovisional of said provisional patent

application Ser. No. 60/231,997; and hereby incorporates by reference the entire

disclosure of each of said prior applications. This application further incorporates by

reference the entire disclosure of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/374,942,filed Jan.

24, 2012 (published on Jun. 14, 2012 as U.S. patent publication number 2012/0151083

Al, and now U.S.Pat. No. 8,327,011, issued Dec. 4, 2012, which was a continuation of

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/800,152, filed May 10, 2010 (published on Sep. 16,
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2010 as U.S. patent publication number 2010/0235536 A1, and now U.S.Pat. No.

8,122,141, issued Feb. 21, 2012), which was also a continuation of said U.S. patent

application Ser. No. 10/893,814.

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to multimedia computer communication systems;

and more particularly, to systems and methodsfor delivering streaming media, such as

audio and video, on the Internet.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] Prior to the developmentof Internet streaming media technologies, audio and

video were formatted into files, which users needed to download in their entirety to

their computers before thefiles could be heard or viewed. Real time, continuous media,

as from a radio station, was not suitable for this arrangement,in that a file of finite size

must be created so it could be downloaded. The advent of streaming media

technologies allowed users to listen to or view thefiles as they were being downloaded,

and allowed users to “tune-in” to a continuous media broadcast, or “stream”, such as

from a radio station.

[0005] Sending audio or videofiles via a network is known in the art. U.S. patent

number 6,029,194 to Tilt describes a media server for the distribution of audio/video

over networks, in which retrieved media framesare transferred to a FIFO buffer. A clock

rate for a local clock is adjusted accordingto the fullness of the buffer. The media

frames from the buffer are sent in the form of data packets over the networksin

response to interrupts generated by the local clock. In this manner, the timing for the

media framesis controlled by the user to assure a continuous stream of video during

editing. U.S. patent number 6,014,706 to Cannon,et al. discloses an apparatus and

methodfor displaying streamed digital video data on a client computer. The client
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computer is configured to receive the streameddigital video data from a server

computer via a computer network.

[0006] The streameddigital video data is transmitted from the server computer to the

client computer as a stream of video frames. U.S. patent number 6,002,720, to Yurt, et

al. discloses a system for distributing video and/or audio information, wherein digital

signal processing is employed to achieve high rates of data compression. U.S. patent

number 5,923,655, to Veschi et al. discloses a system and method for communicating

audio/ video data in a packet-based computer network, wherein transmission of data

packets through the computer network requires variable periods of transmission time.

U.S. patent number 5,922,048 to Emura discloses a video server apparatus having a

stream control section that determines a keyframe readout interval and a keyframe

playback interval, which satisfy a playback speed designated by a terminal apparatus.

Finally, U.S. patent number 6,014,694 to Aharoni, et al. discloses a system and method

for adaptively transporting video over networks, including the Internet, wherein the

available bandwidth varies with time.

[0007] Despite these developments, users viewing or listening to streaming content

over Internet connections often encounter interruptions, due to the frequency of

unanticipated transmission delays and losses that are inherent in many Internet

protocols. These interruptions are commonly referred to as “dropouts”, meaning that

the data flow to the user has been interrupted(i.e., the audio “drops out”).

[0008] Dropouts can be extremely annoying--for example, while listening to music. The

current state-of-the-art solution to the problem uses a pre-buffering technique to store

up enough audioorvideo data in the user’s computerso that it can play the audio or

video with a minimum of dropouts. This process requires the user to wait until enough

of the media file is buffered in memory before listening or viewing can begin. The media

data is delivered by a server computer, which has available to it the source of the media

data, such as by a connection to a radio station. When the user connects to the server

via the Internet, audio/video output at the user’s system is delayed while the user’s
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buffer is filled to a predetermined level. Typical pre-buffering wait times range from ten

to twenty seconds or more, determined by the vendorproviding the audio or video

media. Even with this pre-buffering process, interruptions in playbackstill occur.

[0009] In this process, the user has a software application on the computer commonly

called a “media player”. Using the features built into the media player, the user starts

the audio or video stream,typically by clicking on a “start” button, and waits ten to

twenty secondsor so before the material starts playing. During this time data is being

received from the source andfilling the media player’s buffer. The audio or video datais

delivered from the source at the rateit is to be played out. If, for example, the user is

listening to an audio stream encodedto be played-out at 24,000 bits per second, the

source sends the audio data at the rate of 24,000 bits per second. Provided that the user

waits ten seconds, and the receipt of the buffering data has not been interrupted, there

is enough media data stored in the buffer to play for ten seconds.

[0010] Gapsin the receipt of audio/video data, due to Internet slowdowns, cause the

buffer to deplete. Because transmission of audio/video media data to the user takes

place at the rate it is played out, the user’s buffer level can never be increased or

replenished whileit is playing. Thus, gaps in the receipt of audio/video media data

inexorably cause the buffer level to decrease from its initial level. In time, extended or

repeated occurrencesof these gaps emptythe user’s buffer. The audio/video material

stops playing, and the buffer must berefilled to its original predetermined level before

playing of the media resumes.

[0011] By wayofillustration,if, in a ten second pre-buffering scenario, data reception

stopped the instant that the media started playing, it would play for exactly ten

seconds. Once the media data starts playing, itplays out of the buffer as new media data

replenishes the buffer. The incoming data rate equals the rate at which the datais

played out of the user’s buffer, assuming the receipt of data across the Internetis

unimpeded. If there are no interruptions in the receipt of the media data for the

duration of the time the user listens to or watches the material, the buffer level remains
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constant and therewill still be ten seconds of data stored in the media player’s buffer

when the user stops the player.

[0012] On the other hand, if the media player encounters interruptions totaling six

secondswhile playing the material, there would only be four seconds of media data

remaining in the buffer when the user stoppedit. If data reception interruptions at any

time during the playing exceed ten seconds, the user’s media player buffer becomes

exhausted. There is no media data to play, and the audio or video stops--a dropout has

occurred. At this point a software mechanism in the media player stops attempting to

play any more of the material, and starts the buffering process again. The media player

remainssilent until the buffer refills, at which time the media player will once again

start playing the material. This pattern has brought about considerable consumer

frustration with streaming media over the Internet.

BRIEF SUMMARYOFTHE INVENTION

[0013] There is a need for improved systems and methods fordelivering streaming

content over the Internet or other communications medium, whichfacilitate continuous

transmission of streaming content, respond on demand without objectionable buffering

delay, and perform without disruption or dropouts.

[0014] To address these objectives, various embodimentsfor delivering streaming

contentare provided, which envision that both the server and user systems involved in

the content delivery may have buffering capacity. The embodiments make varying uses

of this capacity to facilitate continuous content transmission on demand. Nearly

instantaneous playback is achieved, while maintaining protection against playback

interruption.

[0015] In one aspect, the server and user-sides of the transmission are coordinated, by

(a) sending initial streaming media elements to the user system at a sending rate more

rapid than the playbackrate,to fill the user buffer; and (b) after the user buffer has
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been filled, sending further streaming media data elements to the user system at about

the playback rate.

[0016] In another embodiment, the user system may be used to regulate transmission

of streaming mediato it, by a streaming media server. In such embodiment, the server

may operate by(a) assigning identifiers to the sequential media data elements

comprising the program; (b) receiving requests from the user system for media data

elements corresponding to specified identifiers; and (c) sending media data elements to

the user system responsive to said requests. A user system used in connection with

such an embodiment may operateby (i) maintaining a record of the identifier of the last

sequential media data element that has been received bysaid player;(ii) requesting

transmission of the next sequential media data elements following said last sequential

media data element, as said media player requires for continuous and uninterrupted

playback.

[0017] Other aspects and advantagesof the invention will be apparent from the

accompanying drawings and the detailed description that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention will be more fully understood and further advantageswill become

apparent when referenceis had to the following detailed description and the

accompanying drawings, in which:

[0019] FIG. 1 is a schematic/block diagram illustrating the elements of a streaming

media buffering system in accordance with one embodimentof the present invention;

[0020] FIG. 2 is a schematic/block diagram of an alternative embodiment of the system

shownby FIG. 1; and

[0021] FIG. 3 is a flowchartillustrating a method employed in one embodimentof the

present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
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[0022] The following is a detailed description of certain embodiments of the invention

chosen to provide illustrative examples of how it may preferably be implemented.

[0023] Audio and video media must play out over a period of time. Thus, in considering

the delivery of such media,it is more appropriate in certain respects to think of

bandwidth requirementsthan file size. The bandwidth requirement of audio or video

media refers to the data rate in bits per second that must be transmitted and received

in order to listen to or view the material uninterrupted.

[0024] Transmitting the audio or video material over a connection slower than the

bandwidth requirement results in unsatisfactory viewing or listening, if viewing or

listening is possible at all. The connection available may, for example, be by dialup

modem, which has a maximum receive data rate of 56,000 bits per second. Audio and

video encoded for distribution over the Internet may be compressed to be listenable or

viewable within such a 56,000 bits per second bandwidth. Requirementsfor achieving

adequate audio and video over the Internet may consumea considerable portion of the

listener’s available bandwidth.

[0025] There are two types of encoding schemesused for audio and video material --

"Variable Bit Rate" (VBR), and "Constant Bit Rate" (CBR). CBR encoding represents the

encoded media with a constant bit rate per second, regardless of the complexity of the

material being encoded. For example, if an audio source is encoded at 20 kilobits per

second at a Constant Bit Rate, the media data being produced from the encodingis at

20 kilobits per second, whether the audio material is complex (e.g., symphonic) or

silence. Variable Bit Rate encoding uses a variable numberof bits to represent sounds or

video, with more bits required for complex material (e.g., symphonic soundsoraction

scenes) than for simple sounds,silence, or still scenes. The most usual encoding scheme

used for streaming media is CBR, because the resulting data rate is more predictable

than for VBR. Statements in this specification concerning “constant” data rates and the

like should be understood as subject to appropriate variation where VBR-encoded data

may beinvolved.
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[0026] Even if a user’s Internet connection has the requisite average bandwidth capacity

to allow reception of the program, the actual rate of delivery of data to the user can

fluctuate widely above, and more particularly, below, this average, as a function of the

quality of the user’s connectivity at any given time. Internet connection quality can vary

rapidly over time, with two primary factors responsible for degradation of the

instantaneous bandwidth actually available to the user. These factors are the quality of

the user’s Internet connection, which can have periods of interference causing reduced

available bandwidth, and momentary Internet congestion at various points along the

route over which the user’s data flows. Each of these factors can cause delays and

interruptions in the transmission of data to the user. Internet data communications

devices such as routers are designed to drop data packetsif they get overloaded. For

material that is not time sensitive, these dropped packetswill usually be resent, and the

user will eventually be presented with the material. However, since streaming mediais

time sensitive, dropped packets can havea significant impact on the receipt and

playback of an audio or video stream. Such degradation in the receipt of Internet data is

very common, and prevent most users from being able to listen to or view streaming

media without interruption unless some special provisions have been incorporated into

the user’s computer software to accommodate data transmission interruptions.

[0027] There are two fundamental types of streaming media, which affect, in some

respects, the requirements for smooth and continuousdelivery: (i) material that

originates from a source having a realtime nature, such as a radio or TV broadcast, and

(ii) material that originates from a non-real-time source such as from a diskfile. An

example of non-real-time material might be a piece of music stored as a diskfile, or a

portion of a broadcast that originally was realtime, perhaps yesterday’s TV evening

news, and was recordedinto a disk file. For purposes of clarity within this document,

streaming media of type(i) will be referred to as “real time” or “broadcast” media, and

streaming media of type(ii) will be referred to as “file based” media.
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[0028] In many respects, both streaming media types are handled similarly in

conventional systems, and both are handled similarly (in a numberof respects) by the

streaming media delivery system of the present invention. Nevertheless, the two

streaming media types are readily distinguished. Broadcast streaming media has asits

source a system or arrangementthat by definition can only be transmitted to users as

fast as the material is generated; for example, a disk jockey speaking into a microphone.

File based media, on the other hand, can be transmitted to users at any available data

rate, since in the context of data communications, the time required for reading a small

portion of data from a file residing entirely on a locally accessible, random access

storage device may be considered negligible.

[0029] In conventional systems for streaming media over the Internet, media data

(whether real-time or file based) is simply transmitted from the server to the user at the

rate at whichit will be played out (the “playback rate”), regardless of the data rate

capabilities of the connection between the server and the user.

[0030] Conventional streaming media systems may incorporate server-side buffering

systems for programmatic purposes. For example, the system may buffer media data at

the server for the purpose of packet assembly/disassembly. Media data mayalso be

buffered at the server to permit programming conveniences such as dealing with blocks

of data of a specific size. However, conventional streaming media systems have not

utilized server-side buffering for the purpose of mitigating long term Internet

performance degradation. Rather, prior art systems, in which data is continuously

transmitted at the playback rate, have performed buffering for continuity purposes

solely on the user side, with the consequences discussed above of startup delays and

dropouts. The present invention addresses such shortcomings.

[0031] The present invention provides a system and method for delivering streaming

media, such as audio or video media, via the Internet or other communications medium.

Immediate playing of the media on a user’s computer is afforded, while reducing

interruptions in playback due to Internet congestion, and temporary modem delays due
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to noisy lines. Nearly instantaneous playbackis achieved, while maintaining protection

against playback interruption. Delayed starts, heretofore required to provide protection

against interruption, are avoided. Data lost due to interruptionsin the receipt of media

data by the media player can be recovered while the player continues to play out the

audio or video material. If the interruptions are so severe as to deplete the user’s buffer

and stop the play out, the media player can quickly recover as well, by beginning to play

out again without waiting to first build up the buffer, as soon as the media player begins

to receive media data elements.

[0032] In one embodiment, the invention provides a system for distributing via the

Internet streaming media composedof a plurality of time-sequenced data elements. As

shownin FIG. 1, the system is provided with a server 12 connected to the Internet 10 for

transmitting the streaming media data elements. Associated with the server 12 is a

server buffer 14 for storing at least one of the data elements for transmission, and a

buffer manager 16. Buffer 14 is a conventional computer storage mechanism suchas a

hard disk, as shown for convenience ofillustration, or, preferably, an electronic storage

arrangementsuch as Random Access Memory (RAM).

[0033] The media may comefrom a live source, shownas 26 in FIG. 1, or from a stored

file on the server 12, or another storage device, such as a hard drive.

[0034] A numberof different implementations of such a server, involving different ways

of handling server buffer 14, will be discussed.

[0035] In the various implementations, there is in each case at least one user computer

18 (or similar device) connected to the server 12 via the Internet 10 or other data

communications medium. User computer 18 is associated with media player software

incorporating user buffer 20. The user buffer 20 is provided with meansfor storing a

predetermined numberof the data elements. User buffer 20 is a conventional computer

storage mechanism such as a hard disk, or, preferably, an electronic storage

arrangementsuch as Random Access Memory (RAM)as suggestedbytheillustration. A

buffer manager 22 is also associated with the user computer 18. The buffer manager 22,
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having the form of softwareor firmware, is provided with meansfor receiving and

storing a predetermined numberof media data elements whichare received

sequentially by the media player, playing the data out sequentially as audio and/or

video, and deleting media data elements from the buffer as they are played out (or

displacing them by newlyarrived elements). As data is played out, the next sequential

data elements are received from the server in such a fashion as to approximately

maintain the predetermined numberof data elements in the user’s buffer. It should be

understood that data might arrive at the media player out-of-sequence and that

processesin the media player or the media player buffer manager are responsible for

properly arranging this data.

[0036] Alternatively, user computer 18 may be replaced by an Internet radio or Internet

Appliance, which is comprised of a dedicated processor for receiving Internet radio or

audio/video material. Examples of such devices might range from familiar computing

devices such as palmtops, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), and wireless phones, to

devices that appear and operate similarly to conventional consumer electronic devices

such as radios and televisions, but with the additional capability of Internet access.

FIFO Server Buffer Implementation

[0037] There are a large number of ways of managing server buffer 14 in order to

implement the systems and methods described in this specification. In one

implementation, buffer manager 16 is adapted to effectively render server buffer 14 a

FIFO device. In this implementation, buffer manager 16 is provided in the form of

software or firmware that provides meansfor: receiving the media data; supplying

media data in order to the FIFO buffer; supplying the buffer 14 with a predetermined

numberof data elements; maintaining pointers 24a through 24n into the buffer, one for

each user computer indicating the last media data element that has been sent to that

user, thus indicating the next element or elements to be sent; and, once the FIFO buffer

is full, deleting (or displacing) the oldest data elementin the buffer as each new data

elementis received. These means are arranged to maintain the pre-determined number
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of data elementsin the FIFO buffer. Buffer Manager 16 may also comprise meansfor

digitizing, encoding, and packetizing the media data, and formatting media data

according to the requirements of buffer 14.

Data Window Buffer Implementation

[0038] If the media sourceis file based, such as a music clip stored as a disk file, and if

the disk file is stored on the server or an associated server computer, the server’s

connection to the source could be considered to be near instantaneous.In this case,

rather than audio/videodatafilling and depleting the buffer 14, an amountof

audio/video data equivalent to the desired buffer size maybe logically constituted as a

FIFO buffer. Such a construct is commonly called a data window.The data window

moves on a time-sequenced basis through the media datafile, thus defining the

contents of the buffer on a moment-by-momentbasis and performing the equivalent

functions to receiving a new data element and deleting the oldest data element.

Example Buffering Methods

[0039] In an arrangement that receives media data directly or indirectly from a real-time

source, such as a radio station, server buffer 14 might be set to hold (for example) 30

seconds of media data. Because the source produces media data in real time, the media

data is delivered to the server approximately at the rateit is generated.

[0040] Of course, there can bevariability in this data delivery process due to

networking, disk accesses, and so on, causing the delivery rate of the media data to be

variable over short periods of time, typically measured in seconds. But over a longer

period of time measured in minutes or tens of minutes or longer, the media datais

delivered from source to serverat the rate it is generated, and the server in turn

provides that media data to the FIFO buffer at that same rate. Since CBR encodingis

typically used for streaming media, the media data is generated, received by the server,

and provided to the buffer approximately at a fixed rate.
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[0041] The server buffer 14is filled the first time the media source connection is

established ora disk file is read. The amountis preferably adequate to bridge gaps

typical of Internet and modem delays to the user. This buffer may, for example, hold

enough data elements for about one minuteofplay.

[0042] Once server buffer 14is full, for each new data element received into the buffer

the oldest data elementis deleted (or displaced) from the buffer. In some

implementations, requests from user computers to connect may not be accepted until

server buffer 14 is full.

[0043] Once a connection is made to a user’s computer (e.g., user computer 18), server

12 sends the media data to the user computer in the following manner. First, media

data is sent to the user computer at a rate faster than the playback rate, which may be

the highest rate that the data connection between the server and the user computer

will support, or any lower rate that is a higher rate than the playback rate (referred to

herein as a “higher than playback” rate), until the predetermined amountof data that

had been storedin the server buffer has been transferred to the user’s computer. Once

the contents of server buffer 14 has been transferred, a steady state condition is

reached wherein as each media data element arrives at server 12,it is immediately sent

out to the user computer.In this steady state condition, the media data is sent at a rate

that matches the constantfill rate of the server buffer, and is received at the samerate

by the user computer if there are no interruptions in the transmission of media data

between the server and the user’s computer (with some variation in the case of VBR

content). If interruptions have interfered with the arrival of sent media data to the

user’s computer, that data may have been "dropped"by routers in the Internet and

needs to be resent. This causes data to "back up" into the server FIFO for that user.

[0044] A data communications transport mechanism, such as the TCP protocol, may be

used for the reliable delivery of data in an ordered sequence from the source of the

media data to the server, or from the server to the media player software of the user

computer. Resending missing data is the responsibility of the reliable transport
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mechanism. The server buffer 14 "sends" data by delivering it to the transport

mechanism. The transport mechanism actually manages transmission of the data across

the communications medium, and has processes to determineif all the data that has

been sent has been received by the destination. If not, missing pieces of data are

automatically resent to the destination, and are arranged to be delivered to the target

software on the destination system in an ordered fashion. In this example, the

destination is user computer 18, and the target software on the destination system is

the media player. If the transport mechanism determines that data is missing,it

retransmits that data to the destination at a higher than playback rate. In another

method of operation, server 12 can use an unreliable transport mechanism, such as

UDP, and rely on a streaming software process to manage data delivery and the

resending of data elements not received by the media player.

[0045] All media data to be delivered to a user computer may be sent at a higher than

playback rate, either by the server buffer 14 passing media data to the transport

mechanism, or by the transport mechanism delivering or redelivering the media data to

the user computer.

[0046] This is enabled by buffering data at the server 12, and is distinctly different from

prior art, in which media data is only sent from the server 12 to the user computer 18 at

the rate at whichit is to be played out.

[0047] As an example of the preceding description, if the server had been set to store 30

secondsof audio in its buffer, when a user connects, that 30 seconds worth of media

data is transferred to the user’s media player buffer at a higher than playback rate. The

media player can begin playing as soon asit has received a very minimum amount of

data, perhaps comprising only a single packet of media data.

[0048] For ease of understanding, consider the server buffer and the media player

buffer to be an elastic system that between the twostores (for example) up 30 seconds

of audio data. The server starts with 30 seconds of buffered audio data whichit

transfers to the media player until the server has no buffered media data and the media
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player has 30 seconds of buffered media data. Regardless of how muchof the buffered

media data has been transmitted to the media player, there always is 30 seconds of

media data being buffered between the two locations. Consequently, the audio being

played out by the media player will always be 30 seconds behind the audio at the

source. If there were a media player in the radio station studio, an announcer would

hear themselves through the media player with a 30 second delay.

[0049] Connections from the server 12 through the Internet 10 commonly are much

faster than the data rate required for audio or video playback.This factis insignificant

for conventional servers because, not having a FIFO buffer or a buffer pointer for each

user, audio/video data can only be sentas fast as it becomesavailable, or as fast as the

pace at whichit must be delivered to the user in order to be properly replayed. The

user, typically interacting with media player software on the user’s computer,selects a

media source requiring a data rate slower than that available by the user’s connection

to the Internet. For example, if the user’s connection to the Internet is madevia a

56,000 bits per second modem,the user might select a media source encoded for

playback at 24,000 bits per second.

[0050] With the present invention, as soon as a user connects to the server 12, the

server 12 transmits audio/video data as sequential data elements from its buffer 14 to

the buffer 20 of the user, at a higher than playback rate. Unlike the prior art, media

begins to play on the user computer 18 as soon as the user connection is made to the

audio server 12 and a minimal amount of data elements have been received and stored

in the user’s buffer 20. The user’s buffer 20 is built up while the media is playing. As

each data elementis played,it is deleted or displaced from the user’s buffer 20.

[0051] Initially, the user buffer manager 22 requests the server 12 to send media data

elements to start the playback stream, such as by selecting a radio station fromalist.

The server 12 responds by sending data elements to the user computer18 at higher

than the playback rate, until the entire FIFO buffer 14 has been sent to the user

computer. Upon receipt of the initial data elements, the user buffer manager 22 begins
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playback. Because (with reference to CBR content) this is a synchronous system with the

source, server, and user computer operating by the same playback clock rate as

determined by the encoding rate of the media, as each data element is played out and is

deleted or displaced from the user buffer 20, another data element has been deposited

into the server buffer 14 andis available to be sent to the user computer. Server 12

sendsthe newly available data elements at a higher than playbackrate.

[0052] Since the connection from the Internet to the user is faster than that required for

media playback, audio/video data is transmitted from the server faster than it is played

out by the user system, thus building up audio/video data in the user buffer. For ex-

ample,if the user’s connection to the Internet is at 56,000 bits per second, and the data

rate encoded for the media to be played is 24,000 bits per second,the buffer level of

the user buffer 20 will fill at the rate of 32,000 bits per second (56,000 bits per second

receive rate, minus 24,000 bits per second playout depletion rate).

[0053] If, for example, the server buffer 14 held one minute of audio/ video data,

eventually the user buffer 20 will hold one minute of audio/video data. The effectis

that, over a brief period of time, the server buffer 14, or a designated portion ofit, is

transferred to the user buffer 20. In one embodiment, the numberof data elementsin

the server buffer 14 actually never changes, it always maintains one minute of

audio/video data. However, for the particular user underdiscussion, a copyofall the

data held in the buffer has been sent to the user. Since the user buffer 20 now holds

one minute of audio/video data, it can play continuously despite data reception

interruptions of less than a minute.

[0054] Where some media data has been resentby the reliable transport layer, there

may be more data to be sent than would be sent at the routine constantfill rate, and in

such a case the server transport mechanism will again send the buffered media data at

higher than the playbackrate. Similarly, if the media player buffer begins to deplete or

becomes depleted due to networking interruptions, the server will attempt to send as

much data as is necessary to rebuild the user computer’s buffer to the proper level,
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again at higher than a playback rate. This allows for rebuilding the user’s computer

buffer under circumstances wherein Internet interruptions have blocked the normal

flow of data.

[0055] Thus, as soon as the interruption ceases, the user buffer 20 can begin to rebuild,

which will take place at higher than the playback rate. The media player can continue to

play out the audio/ video material while the user buffer 20 rebuilds. When compared to

conventional systems, which provide no capability to rebuild the user’s computer buffer

when datais lost, the streaming media buffering system of the present invention

providesfor recovery of lost data elements and the restoration of the user’s buffer,

even while the user media player continuesto play.

[0056] Under conditions in which interruptions have interfered with the arrival of sent

media data to the user’s computer, data loss exceeding certain levels will cause the

transport mechanism software to stop accepting data for transmission from the

application software, namely the streaming media server software. Although other

arrangementsare possible within the scope of this invention, in preferred

embodiments, the streaming media server software keeps track of the last data element

in the FIFO buffer that has been sent to each user, using a software pointer.

Alternatively, or in addition, a feedback manager may be associated with user computer

18, including means for sending to the source server the serial number ofthe last data

element received, or for requesting more data. An interruption in the ability to send

media data to a user results in the “last element” pointer "backing up" in FIFO buffer 14

in such a way that the server knows from what point in the buffer to restart sending

data when the transport mechanism again requests data to send. When the server

software receives that notification, it will begin sending data to the user starting from

the next data element to send as indicated by the pointer, and sending as much data as

the transport mechanism will accept. The transport mechanism will again send this data

as fast as it can to the user. This process continues until the steady state condition is

again reached wherein each data elementis sent to the user as soon asit arrives from
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the media source, and a pre-determined numberof data elements are maintained in

user buffer 20.

[0057] The predetermined buffer level in the user buffer 20 may be set at less than the

predetermined buffer level of the server buffer 14 if desired. For example, the server

buffer 14 might be set to hold one minute of media data, and the user buffer 20 might

be set to hold thirty seconds of media data. In another embodiment, a feedback

manager 62 is associated with the user computer 18. The feedback manager 62is

provided with meansfor sending to the source server 12 the serial numberof the last

data element received. Feedback manager 62 has the form of softwareor firmware that

tracks the last data element received and loaded into the user buffer. In addition,

feedback manager 62 is adapted to send the serial number to the source server 12. In

this manner, the source server 12 sends the media as sequential data elements at a rate

dependenton the quality of the connection with each user computer 18. The media

may comefromalive source, shown as 25in Fig. 1, or from a stored file on the source

server 12, or another storage device, such as a hard drive.

Implementation with Feedback Manager

[0058] The buffer managerat the source server effectively renders the source buffer 14

a FIFO device holding a fixed amount of data with a constant, time-sequencedfill rate

and a constant, time-sequenced depletion rate. Each audio/video data elementcarries a

sequential serial number. Once the buffer 14is full, each new audio/video data element,

identified by a higher serial number, displaces the oldest audio/video data element,

identified by the lowest serial number in the buffer 14. In the case of an instantaneous

media source, rather than audio/video datafilling and depleting the buffer, the top and

bottom pointers spanning an amountof audio/video data equivalent to the desired

buffer duration move synchronously on a time-sequencedbasis to the next higher serial

numberof the audio/video data available in the system, thus defining the contents of

the buffer on a moment-by-momentbasis. Thus,if the buffer is capable of holding 100

audio/video data elements, constituting one minute of audio playback, the audio/video
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data elements within the buffer would hold serial numbers of B (baseline) + Tr

(transmitted) + (0-99), wherein, starting at some arbitrary value B for the baseline, the

serial number count would have been incremented by the numberTr representing the

total numberof data elements that have been transmitted, and the buffer at any point

in time would hold the audio/video data elements in the range B+Tr+O to B+Tr+99. On

the next clock tick, the buffer holds B+(Tr+l)+O to B+(Tr+l)+99.

[0059] The unique pointer assigned to each user identifies by serial number either the

last data element that was sent to that user, or the next data element to be sent. The

selection of either modeis arbitrary; but whichever mode has been selected, that mode

is systematically implemented. For purposes of this document, we will use the "last data

element that was sent." Thus, for any user, the pointer represents the serial number

B+Tr+x, where x represents some value between 0 and 99, as being the serial numberof

the last audio/video data element that had been sent to the user. Each time a data

elementis transmitted to the user, x is incremented, pointing to the next higher value in

the buffer. Each time a new data elementis deposited in the buffer by the audio source,

x is decremented. Since audio/video data elements are transmitted to the user faster

than they are deposited into the buffer, x will increment faster than it decrements and

over time will equal the maximum value of 99, pointing to the most recently deposited

audio/video data element.

[0060] The amountof data stored in the source server buffer 14 remains the same,

regardless of the pointer value associated with any individual user. The pointer indicates

the last data element that has been transmitted to the user, and thusalso identifies the

next data element to be transmitted to the user.

[0061] When the user’s pointer equals B+Tr+99, which is the most recently deposited

audio/video data element, the user computer 18 receives audio/video data in real time

from the media source. The moment the next audio/video data elementis deposited

into the source server buffer 14, a copy of that data elementis transmitted to the user.

The user buffer 18 will now contain 100 audio/video data elements, representing one
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minute of audio/video data, that will be played on a FIFO basis. In effect, the source

server buffer 14 has been movedto the user buffer 20.

[0062] Since the user buffer 20 now holds one minute of audio/video data,it can play

continuously despite data reception interruptions of less than a minute, and as soon as

the interruption ceases the user buffer 20 can begin to rebuild.

[0063] The user computer 18 and the media server 12 are synchronized by a feedback

manager in which the user computer 18 either acknowledgesthe receipt of the

serialized audio/video data packets, or requests the next increment of audio/video data

packets. This feedback enables the source server to keep track of the buffer pointer on

each user’s system.

[0064] Interrupts or delays in the flow of data from the source server to the user will

cause the user’s system to play audio out of the buffer without the buffer being

replenished at the same rate. Consequently, the user buffer pointer will decrement at a

faster pace than it increments, and the feedback mechanism will keep the source server

buffer pointer for that user synchronized. All of the users’ source server buffer pointers

also decrement with each tick of the clock, as data flows in and flows outof the fixed

size buffer. Thus, as a user buffer drains down, the user’s source server buffer pointer

indexes downaswell, in lockstep. Since new audio/video data is continuously placed

into the source server buffer from the source, this has the effect of rebuilding the user’s

buffer at the server.

[0065] Once this system is set in motion, a buffer of a preset duration is constantly

maintained for each user, partially or completely at either source server or the listener’s

system, or ebbing and flowing between them as a result of moment-to-momentcircuit

conditions.

Distribution Fed From a Separate Source

[0066] In another embodiment, the buffer concept of this invention can be daisy-

chained between multiple Servers. For example, a system might include a source server
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computer co-located in a radio station studio, which transmits to a networkdistribution

server resident in a data center, to which users would connect. The source server would

fill its buffer, transfer the buffer to the network distribution server using the process just

described for transferring a buffer from a source server to a user, and then the network

distribution server would transfer its buffer to the user, again, using the process just

described except now with the networkdistribution server replacing the source server

in delivering audio/video data to the user system.

[0067] Such an embodimentis shown in FIG. 2. In this embodiment, the media source

may be separate from the server 12, such as computer system 28 located at a broadcast

media source , such as a radio station studio. Computer system 28 is a logical element in

a data network, and can be physically collocated with the audio source, such as a

computer resident in a radio station studio, or it can be remote from the audio source,

such as a computer in a data center receiving digitized audio from a distant radio

station.

[0068] This computer system 28 includes a source manager 30 which may be

implemented in software or firmware. The source manager 30 comprises meansfor:

receiving media data elements as they are generated by the audio and/orvideo source,

formatting media data according to the requirements of server 12, buffer 14, and buffer

manager 16; and, for transmitting that media data to server 12 as they are generated.

Source manager 30 may, as part of such formatting, include meansfor digitizing,

encoding, and packetizing the media data. Media data typically is generated in real time

such as by a speaker talking into a microphoneorbyplaying a CD.

[0069] Generally, computer system 28 transmits media data to server 12 in real time as

the media data is generated. Buffering of media data might occur at computer system

28 for convenience of programming, but such buffering is incidental to the operation of

the end-to-end system being described. Computer system 28 connects via the Internet

10, or other suitable data communications medium, to a server 12, wherein server

buffer manager 16 receives the media data for input into the FIFO buffer 14 as
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described previously, and maintains the pre-determined numberof data elements in the

FIFO buffer.

[0070] Server 12, in turn, transmits the media data to one or more user computers 18,

also as previously described.

Example Methods

[0071] In another embodiment, shownin FIG. 3, the invention provides a method for

distributing from a server via the Internet streaming media composed ofa plurality of

time-sequenced data elements.

[0072] Time-sequenced data elements are generated or received 32. Next, a

predetermined number of the data elementsis sequentially loaded 34 into a server

buffer, which process of 32 and 34 continues indefinitely as long as there is media data

available. Next, a group of the data elements is sequentially sent 36 via the Internet

from the server buffer to a user computer connected to the Internet, more rapidly than

they are played out by the user system. Upon receipt by the user computer, the sent

group of data elementsis loaded 38 into a user buffer associated with the user

computer. The user computer immediately plays 40 the received portion of the media

on the user computer. At 42, if the user buffer is not full, then additional data elements

are sent to the user computer36, again morerapidly than it is played out by the user

system. And also at 42, if the user buffer is full, the system waits until new media datais

delivered to the server buffer 34. This process is repeated until the entire media file is

played at the user computer.

[0073] In another embodiments, the steps depicted in Figure 3 could be modified as

follows. A serial number is assigned 30 to each of the plurality of time-sequenced data

elements. Next, a predetermined numberof the data elements is sequentially loaded 32

into a source buffer, and a group of the data elements is sequentially sent 34 via the

Internet from the source buffer to a user computer connected to the Internet. Upon

receipt by the user computer, the sent group of data elements is loaded 36 into a user
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buffer associated with the user computer. Then, the user computer sends 38 to the

source server the serial number of the last data element received by the user computer.

The user computer immediately plays 40 the received portion of the media on the user

computer. This process is repeated until the entire media file is played at the user

computer. Unlike conventional buffer arrangements, audio begins to play on the user

system as soon as the user connection is made to the audio source server. The user’s

buffer is built up while the audio is playing. Advantageously, the system and method of

this invention create a faster than real time connection. That is to say, audio/video data

is transmitted from the server faster than it is played out by the user system, thus

building up audio/video data in the user buffer.

[0074] In another embodiment, the server is connected to the Internet and provisioned

as initially described, and has available to it file based media data as the source material.

The file based media data can be read by the server which can deliver media data

elements to the server FIFO buffer to the sameeffectasif the data had arrived from a

broadcast media source. As before, the server provides a buffer managerand a FIFO

buffer, and provides a meansfor receiving the sequentially arranged media data

elements from thefile based media source and storing those data elements in the FIFO

buffer.

[0075] The buffer manager comprises meansfor: receiving the media data; supplying

media data in order to the FIFO buffer; supplying the FIFO buffer with a predetermined

numberof data elements; maintaining a pointer into the buffer for each user computer

indicating the last media data element that has been sent to that user, thus indicating

the next element or elements to be sent; and, once the FIFO buffer is full, deleting the

oldest data element in the buffer as each new data elementis received, said means

arranged to maintain the predetermined numberof data elements in the FIFO buffer.

The server buffer manager, or a separate process on the server, or a process on another

computer having accessto the file based media data, provides for reading the media

data file and making available to the FIFO buffer sequentially arranged media data
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elements. At least one user computer is connected to the server via the Internet. The

user computer is associated with a media player software incorporating a user buffer

and comprises meansfor receiving and storing a predetermined numberof media data

elements which are received sequentially by the media player, playing the data out

sequentially as audio and/orvideo, and deleting media data elements from the buffer as

they are played out. As data is played out, the next sequential data elements are

received from the server in such a fashion as to approximately maintain the

predetermined numberof data elements in the user’s buffer.

[0076] In another embodiment, the server is connected to the Internet and provisioned

as initially described. The server buffer manager, or the media source, provides for

sequentially numbering the media data elements. The server buffer manager does not

maintain a pointer into the server buffer for each user. Instead, the media player buffer

manager in the user computer maintains a record of the serial numberof the last data

element that has been received.

[0077] Via the use of standard data communications protocol techniques such as TCP,

the user computer transmits a request to the server to send one or more data elements,

specifying the serial numbers of the data elements. The server responds by sending the

requested data elements, and depends upon thereliable transmission protocol to

assure delivery. The user computer then continues with additional data requests for the

duration of playing the audio/video material. In this manner, the user computer, not the

server, maintains the record of the highest data element number stored in the user

computer buffer. The media data will be transmitted to the user computeras fast as the

data connection between the user computer and the server will allow. As before, the

server provides a buffer managerand a FIFO buffer, and provides a meansfor receiving

the sequentially numbered media data elements from a broadcast media source or a file

based media source, and storing those data elements in the FIFO buffer. The buffer

manager comprises meansfor: receiving the media data; supplying media data in order

to the FIFO buffer; supplying the FIFO buffer with a predetermined numberof data
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elements; and, once the FIFO buffer is full, deleting the oldest data element in the

buffer as each new data elementis received.

[0078] Such meansis arranged to maintain the pre-determined numberof data

elementsin the FIFO buffer. At least one user computer is connected to the servervia

the Internet.

[0079] The user computer is associated with a media player software incorporating a

user buffer and comprises meansfor receiving and storing a predetermined numberof

media data elements which are received sequentially by the media player, playing the

data out sequentially as audio and/orvideo, and deleting media data elements from the

buffer as they are played out. As data is played out, the next sequential data elements

are requested from the server in such a fashion as to approximately maintain the

predetermined numberof data elements in the user’s buffer.

[0080] In yet another embodiment, the invention provides a methodfordistributing

from a server via the Internet streaming media composedof a plurality of time-

sequenced data elements. A predetermined numberof the data elements are

sequentially loaded into a FIFO buffer. Additional data elements continue to be

received.

[0081] As each new data elementis input to the buffer, the oldest data elementis

deleted from the buffer, maintaining in the buffer the same predetermined numberof

data elements. At the request of a user computer for connection to a media stream, a

group of the data elements is sequentially sent via the Internet from the FIFO buffer to

the user computer connected to the Internet. Upon being received by the user

computer, the sent group of data elements is loaded into a user’s buffer associated with

the user computer.

[0082] The user’s computer immediately begins to play the audio/ video streaming

media material. The server continues to send the next data elements in sequence until

the contents of the FIFO buffer have been sent. The data elements are sent by the
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serveras fast as the connection between the server and user computer will allow. Once

the contents of the FIFO buffer have been sent to a user computer, as each new data

elementis received into the FIFO buffer it is immediately sent to the user computer in

such a manneras to keep the user computer buffer full. The process repeats for

substantially the entire time that the audio/video material is played.

[0083] Unlike conventional buffering systems, audio begins to play on the user system

as soon as the user connection to the audio server is effected and a small amountof

data has been transferred-conventional systems required many secondsof data.

Audio/video media datais initially transmitted from the server morerapidly thanit is

played out by the user system, until the server buffer has been transferred to the user

computer. The user’s buffer is built up while the audio is playing, and can be restored if

it is diminished by data transmission interruptions. Advantageously, the system and

methodof this invention afford faster data transmissions than the playback data rate of

the media data. Audio/video data is transmitted from the server morerapidly than it is

played out by the user system under conditions wherein the user’s computer buffer is

not full.

[0084] The audio/video data in the user buffer accumulates; interruptions in playback

due to temporary Internet and modem delaysare avoided. It should be realized that,

althoughthe invention has been described hereinabove in connection with a process

wherein the server sends buffered media data to the user "as fast as the network

connection will permit", it is adequate, as mentionedin this paragraph, that the

buffered data be transferred from the server to the user at a rate faster than the

playbackrate.

[0085] Although the preferred embodimentutilizes a reliable transport mechanism to

move data between the server and the user, alternative embodiments could

incorporatethis invention’s buffering system in combination with an unreliable

datagram-based transport mechanism.
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[0086] Thus,it can be seen that the present invention provides a system and methodfor

sending streaming media, such as audio or videofiles, via the Internet. Immediate

playing of the media on a user’s computer is afforded while reducing interruptions in

playback due to Internet congestion and temporary delays. Delayed starts, heretofore

required to provide protection against interruption, are avoided. Data loss due to

interruptions in the receipt of media data by the media player can be recovered while

the player continues to play out the audio or video material. If the interruptions are so

severe as to deplete the user’s buffer and stop the play out, the media player will begin

to play out again as soon as the media player begins to receive media data without

waiting to first build up the buffer.

[0087] Having thus described the invention in detail, it should be understood that

various changes, substitutions, and alterations may be readily ascertainable by those

skilled in the art, and may be madeherein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the claims.
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| claim:

1. A method for distributing a live audio or video program over the Internet from a

server system to a plurality of user systems, the method comprising:

receiving at the server system a continuousdigitally encoded stream for the

audio or video program,via a data connection fromalive source, in real time, the server

system comprising at least one computer;

upon receipt of the stream by the server system,

supplying, at the server system, media data elements representing the

program, each media data element comprising a digitally encoded

portion of the program and having a playbackrate,

serially identifying the media data elements, and

storing the media data elements in a data structure under the control of

the server system;

receiving requests at the server system via one or more data connections over

the Internet, for one or more of the media data elements stored in the data structure,

each received request specifying one or moreserial identifiers of the requested one or

more media data elements, each received request originating from a requesting user

system of a plurality of user systems; and

responsive to the requests, sending, by the server system, the one or more

media data elements having the one or more specified serial identifiers, to the

requesting user systems corresponding to the requests; wherein

the data connection between the server system and each requesting user

system has a data rate more rapid than the playback rate of the one or

more media data elements sentvia that connection;
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each sending is at a transmission rate as fast as the data connection

between the server system and each requesting user system allows;

the one or more media data elementssent are selected without

depending on the server system maintaining a record of the last media

data element sent to the requesting user systems;

all of the media data elements that are sent by the server system to the

plurality of user systems are sent in response to the requests; and

all of the media data elements that are sent by the server system to the

requesting user systems are sent from the data structure under the

control of the server system as the media data elements werefirst stored

therein.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the serial identifiers are sequential.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the sendingis via a reliable transmission protocol.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the reliable transmission protocol is TCP.

5. A server system for distributing a live audio or video program over the Internet to a

plurality of user systems, the server system comprising:

at least one computer having a connection to the Internet;
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a machine-readable, executable routine containing instructions to cause one of

the at least one computers to receive a continuousdigitally encoded stream for the live

audio or video program,via a data connection fromalive source, in real time;

a machine-readable, executable routine containing instructions to cause one of

the at least one computers, upon receipt of the stream by the server system,

to supply, at the server system, media data elements representing the

program, each media data element comprising a digitally encoded

portion of the program and having a playbackrate,

to serially identify the media data elements, and

to store the media data elements in a data structure under the controlof

the server system;

a machine-readable, executable routine containing instructions to cause one of

the at least one computers to receive requests at the server system via one or more

data connections over the Internet, for one or more of the media data elements stored

in the data structure, each received request specifying one or moreserial identifiers of

the requested one or more media data elements, each received request originating

from a requesting user system ofa plurality of user systems; and

a machine-readable, executable routine containing instructions to cause one of

the at least one computers to send, responsive to the requests, the one or more media

data elements having the one or more specified serial identifiers, to the requesting user

systems corresponding to the requests; wherein,

B4578538.1

the data connection between the server system and each requesting user

system has a data rate more rapid than the playback rate of the one or

more media data elements sentvia that connection;

each sending is at a transmission rate as fast as the data connection

between the server system and each requesting user system allows;
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the one or more media data elementssent are selected without

depending on the server system maintaining a record of the last media

data element sent to the requesting user systems;

all of the media data elements that are sent by the server system to the

plurality of user systems are sent in response to the requests; and

all of the media data elements that are sent by the server system to the

requesting user systems are sent from the data structure under the

control of the server system as the media data elements werefirst stored

therein.

6. The server system of claim 5 wherein the serial identifiers are sequential.

7. The server system of claim 5, wherein the sendingis via a reliable transmission

protocol.

8. The server system of claim 7, wherein the reliable transmission protocol is TCP.

9. Acomputer program productfor distributing a live audio or video program over the

Internet from a server system comprising at least one computer to a plurality of user

systems, the computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium having program instructions embodied therewith, the program

instructions comprising:
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instructions executable to cause one of the at least one computers to receive a

continuousdigitally encoded stream for the audio or video program, via a data

connection from a live source, in real time;

instructions executable to cause one of the at least one computers, upon receipt

of the stream by the server system,

to supply, at the server system, media data elements representing the

program, each media data element comprising a digitally encoded

portion of the program and having a playbackrate,

to serially identify the media data elements, and

to store the media data elements in a data structure under the controlof

the server system;

instructions executable to cause one of the at least one computers to receive

requests at the server system via one or more data connections over the Internet, for

one or more of the media data elements stored in in the data structure, each received

request specifying one or moreserial identifiers of the requested one or more media

data elements, each received request originating from a requesting user system of a

plurality of user systems; and

instructions executable to cause one of the at least one computers to send,

responsive to the requests, the one or more media data elements having the one or

more specified serial identifiers, to the requesting user systems corresponding to the

requests; wherein,

the data connection between the server system and each requesting user

system has a data rate more rapid than the playback rate of the one or

more media data elements sentvia that connection;

each sending is at a transmission rate as fast as the data connection

between the server system and each requesting user system allows;
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the one or more media data elementssent are selected without

depending on the server system maintaining a record of the last media

data element sent to the requesting user systems;

all of the media data elements that are sent by the server system to the

plurality of user systems are sent in response to the requests; and

all of the media data elements that are sent by the server system to the

requesting user systems are sent from the data structure under the

control of the server system as the media data elements werefirst stored

therein.

10. The computer program product of claim 9 wherein the serial identifiers are

sequential.

11. The computer program product of claim 9, wherein the sendingis via a reliable

transmission protocol.

12. The computer program product of claim 11, wherein the reliable transmission

protocol is TCP.
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ABSTRACT

Streaming media, such as audio or videofiles, is sent via the Internet. The media are

immediately played on a user's computer. Audio/video data is transmitted from the

server under control of a transport mechanism. A server buffer is prefilled with a

predetermined amountof the audio/video data. Whenthe transport mechanism causes

data to be sent to the user’s computer,it is sent more rapidly than it is played out by the

user system. The audio/video data in the user buffer accumulates; and interruptionsin

playback as well as temporary modem delaysare avoided.
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Enter either Customer Numberor complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

><] An Addressis being provided for the correspondenceInformation of this application.

Address1 Ernest D. Buff & Associates, LLC

Phone Number 908-901-0220|FaxNumber—|908-901-0380
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Application Information:

Title of the Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Attorney Docket Number|0021-49-CON4B Small Entity Status Claimed [Xx]
Application Type Nonprovisional

Subject Matter Utility

Total Number of Drawing Sheets(if any) Suggested Figure for Publication(if any)

Filing By Reference:
Only complete this section whenfiling an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c) and 37 CFR 1.57(a). Do not completethis sectionif
application papers including a specification and any drawingsare beingfiled. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
provided in the appropriate section(s) below (i.e.,"Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information” and “Foreign Priority Information”).

For the purposesofa filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the description and any drawingsof the present application are replaced by this
reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a).

i

Application numberof the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country
filed application

Publication Information:

[_] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Request Not to Publish. | hereby request that the attached application not be published under
35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the
subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires
publication at eighteen monthsafterfiling.

 
 
Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet doesnot constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing.

Please Select One: © Customer Number @ US Patent Practitioner|CE Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

Registration Number 25833

Additional Representative Information blocks may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(c) or indicate
National Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing benefit claim information in the Application Data Sheet constitutes
the specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
When referring to the current application, please leave the “Application Number’field blank.

Prior Application Status|Pending

Filing or 371(c) Date
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

FY eontinatonof 13816040 2018-0125
Prior Application Status|Patented :

Application ar Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date

13815040 Continuation of 13385375 2012-02-16 8364839 2013-01-29

Prior Application Status|Patented

Application oo Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

13385375 Continuation of 12800177 2010-05-10 8185611 2012-05-22

Prior Application Status|Patented

Application ar Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

12800177 Continuation of 10893814 2004-07-19 7716358 2010-05-11

Prior Application Status|Patented

Application . Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

10893814 Continuation in part of 09819337 2001-03-28 6766376 2004-07-20

Filing or 371(c) Date
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

09819337 Claims benefit of provisional 60231997 2000-09-12

Prior Application Status|Patented

Application ar Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

10825869 Continuation of 09819337 2001-03-28 6766376 2004-07-20

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
by selecting the Add button.

 
Foreign Priority Information:
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55. When priority is claimed to a foreign application
thatis eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(i)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority applicationis filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1).

Application Number

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Addbutton.

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications

 
This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effectivefiling date on or after March
[] 16, 2013.

NOTE: By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined under thefirst inventor to file provisions of the AIA.
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icati

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access:

 
When this Application Data Sheet is properly signed andfiled with the application, applicant has provided written
authority to permit a participating foreign intellectual property (IP) office access to the instant application-as-filed (see
paragraph A in subsection 1 below) and the European Patent Office (EPO) access to any search results from the instant
application (See paragraph B in subsection 1 below).

Should applicant choosenot to provide an authorization identified in subsection 1 below, applicant must opt-out of the
authorization by checking the corresponding box A or B or both in subsection 2 below.

NOTE:This section of the Application Data Sheet is ONLY reviewed and processedwith the INITIALfiling of an
application. After the initial filing of an application, an Application Data Sheet cannot be used to provide or rescind
authorization for access by a foreign IP office(s). Instead, Form PTO/SB/39 or PTO/SB/69 must be used as appropriate.

1. Authorization to Permit Accessby a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s)

A. Priority Document Exchange (PDX) - Unless box A in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked, the
undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office
(JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of
China (SIPO), the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and anyotherforeign intellectual property office
participating with the USPTOin a bilateral or multilateral priority document exchange agreementin which a foreign
application claiming priority to the instant patent application is filed, accessto: (1) the instant patent application-as-filed
andits related bibliographic data, (2) any foreign or domestic application to which priority or benefit is claimed by the
instant application andits related bibliographic data, and (3) the dateoffiling of this Authorization. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)
(1).

 

B. Search Results from U.S. Application to EPO - Unless box B in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked,
the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the EPO accessto the bibliographic data and search
results from the instant patent application when a European patent application claiming priority to the instant patent
applicationis filed. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)(2).

The applicant is reminded that the EPO’s Rule 141(1) EPC (European Patent Convention) requires applicants to submit a
copy of search results from the instant application without delay in a European patent application that claims priority to
the instant application.

2. Opt-Out of Authorizations to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s)

A. Applicant DOES NOTauthorize the USPTOto permit a participating foreign IP office accessto the instant
[_] application-as-filed. If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing a participating foreign IP office with

any documents andinformation identified in subsection 1A above.

B. Applicant DOES NOTauthorize the USPTOto transmit to the EPO any search results from the instant patent
[| application. If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing the EPO with search results from the instant

application.

NOTE: Oncethe application has published or is otherwise publicly available, the USPTO may provide accessto the
application in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14.
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 1

lf the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be providedin this section is the name and addressof the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and addressof the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. Ifthe applicantis an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

© Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 ©_Joint Inventor

O Person to whom theinventor is obligated to assign. O Person who showssufficient proprietary interest

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor:

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. Xx

Organization Name=|wac acQuiSiTION, L.L.C.

Mailing Address Information For Applicant:

Address1

Address 2

Phone Number 973-691-8717 973-691-7427

Email Address bill@surfernetwork.com

3 Gold Mine Road, Suite 104

Additional Applicant Data may be generatedwithin this form by selecting the Add button.

 
Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title
37 of CFR to have an assignment recordedbythe Office. 
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Assignee 1

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication. An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information" section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section onlyif identification as an assignee is also desired on the
patent application publication.

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here.

Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

Email Address

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.

 
Signature:
NOTE: This Application Data Sheet must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33(b). However,if this Application
Data Sheet is submitted with the INITIALfiling of the application and either box A or B is not checkedin
subsection 2 of the “Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access”section, then this form must
also be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c).

This Application Data Sheet must be signed by a patent practitioner if one or more of the applicants is a juristic
entity (e.g., corporation or association). If the applicant is two or more joint inventors, this form must be signed by a
patent practitioner, all joint inventors who are the applicant, or one or morejoint inventor-applicants who have been given
powerof attorney (e.g., see USPTO Form PTO/AIA/81) on behalf of all joint inventor-applicants.

See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for the manner of making signatures and certifications.

sionfeo Buff/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| 2016-10-03
Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
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Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Title of Invention STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to a patent
application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirementsof the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information
is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and
TrademarkOffice is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do notfurnish the requested information, the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof
the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1 Theinformation on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy
Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of
Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative
tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

Arecordin this system of records maybedisclosed,as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom
the record pertains, when theindividual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having needfor the information in order to perform
acontract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirementsof the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552a(m).

A record related to an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use,
to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent CooperationTreaty.

Arecord in this system of records maybedisclosed,as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181)
and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(d).

Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an
inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvementsin records managementpractices and
programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be madein accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of
records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e, GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,
to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which applicationis
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes
aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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DocCode — SCORE

SCOREPlaceholder Sheetfor IFW Content

Application Number: 15283544 Document Date: 10/03/2016

The presence ofthis form in the IFW record indicates that the following documenttype wasreceived
in electronic format on the date identified above. This content is stored in the SCORE database.

Since this was an electronic submission, there is no physical artifact folder, no artifact folderis
recorded in PALM, and no paper documents or physical media exist. The TIFF images in the IFW
record were created from the original documents that are stored in SCORE.

Drawing

At the time of documententry (noted above):
e USPTO employees may access SCOREcontent via eDAN using the Supplemental Content

tab, or via the SCORE webpage.
e External customers may access SCOREcontent via PAIR using the Supplemental Content

tab.

Form Revision Date: August 26, 2013
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

preg

Title of Invention: STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Harold Edward Price

Attorney Docket Number: 0021-49 CON4B

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S)

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
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Description Fee Code Quantity 
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 15283544

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 5655

Title of Invention: STREAMING MEDIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

on
a

a

Paymentinformation:

 
Deposit Account 061448

Authorized User Ferrigno, Juliette

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows: 
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

1 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 26cc70cl 34a8e1 af9de8ddf3 1641 ee5b424c8}
fdo1

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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